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Is there something distinctive about the South-
ern landscape? Beyond heat, humidity, lush vegeta-
tion, and a host of other descriptors, is there some-
thing about this land that we define hesitantly, un-
easily, yet may hold tenaciously within our hearts?
Such questions, the wellspring of this exhibition, are
perhaps unanswerable. They do, however, engage
our attention and inspire us just as they may con-
found our best efforts to resolve them. They deserve
our study.
The exhibition that this catalogue documents
concerns the nature of the Southern landscape. It is
also about our region's sense of aSouthern identity,
our awareness of issues relating to that identity, and
the extraordinary connections we have with the land.
While the University of Kentucky Art Museum's col-
lecting and exhibiting emphasis has always been
more inclusive and international than narrowly de-
fined and regional, an exhibition devoted solely to
paintings and watercolors of Southern landscapes
from the early nineteenth-century up to the 1940s
offers a luxurious thematic focus and relevance to
community interests.
As plans for the publication evolved, it became
apparent that, in addition to several main essays on
Southern art and culture, briefer "thought pieces"
on the landscape itself would greatly enhance the
catalogue. We asked some of the most creative and
important Southern writers working today to define,
describe, or simply comment on the nature of the
Southern landscape. Their responses are joyous, con-
tradictory, and wonderfully illuminating. They also
move the entire project from amuseum realm into a
wide and provocative context.
There are always opportunities for museums to
borrow works of art from other institutions, but the
chance to borrow a large number of related works
and to display them for an extended period of time
is rare. Thanks to the Museum Loan Network (MLN),
ahighly innovative funding agency that fosters such
projects, and to the Morris Museum of Art in Au-
gusta, Georgia, which is dedicated to Southern art,
our museum's preoccupation with defining the
Southern landscape could be addressed. MLN guide-
lines require that funded exhibitions be installed in
the context of the recipient museums' permanent
collections - in our case, alongside Town and Coun-
try: Landscapes in the Collection - and that displays
remain on view for at least one year. The unusual
length is intended to stimulate in-depth study and
research both of the loaned works and the perma-
nent collections, meaningful programming, and the
greatest public visitation. Over the course of the
1999-2000 academic year, we hope that these two
collection exhibitions will begin an important dia-
logue among all our visitors that will continue into
future years.
The museum is grateful to the Museum Loan
Network* for its generous support of the entire
project and for its founding mission to facilitate in-
FOREWORD AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Harriet Fowler
Director
University of Kentucky
Art Museum
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6ter-museum loans. Professor William Freehling of
the University of Kentucky history department and
American Studies program helped organize the ex-
hibition in addition to contributing one of the three
main catalogue essays; Jessie Poesch, Professor of
Art History, Newcomb College Art Department,Tulane
University, and J. Richard Gruber, Deputy Director of
the Morris Museum of Art and Director of the Cen-
ter for the Study of Southern Painting, offered im-
portant insights about the development of South-
ern art and helped place the landscapes within a
broader context. University of KentuckyArt Museum
Curator Rachael Sadinsky assisted in the organiza-
tion of this project and assembled our museum's
landscapes into the pendant exhibition, Town and
Country: Landscapes in the Collection.
The writers who contributed their thoughts
about the Southern landscape - Wendell Berry, Guy
Davenport, John Egerton, James Baker Hall, Bobbie
Ann Mason, Ed McClanahan, Robert Morgan, Gur-
ney Norman, Chris Offutt, Estill Curtis Pennington,
and Sarah Tate - deserve special gratitude for un-
selfishly giving their time to this project amid their
own pressing schedules. Of this group, Estill Curtis
Pennington must be acknowledged for his role in
the current national interest in all things Southern.
Our deepest thanks go to the staff of the Morris
Museum of Art, especially J. Richard Gruber, Louise
Keith Claussen, Director, and Catherine Wahl, Regis-
trar. Their lively questions, their enthusiasm and sup-
port, and their willingness to share a large group of
works from their remarkable permanent collection
with us show their commitment to the project and
their own intense interest in the character of the
Southern landscape.
* The Museum Loan Network - the first comprehensive national collection-sharing program - stimulates, facili-
tates, and funds long-term loans of art among u.s. institutions to enhance museums' "permanent" installations.
The MLN is funded by the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation and the Pew Charitable Trusts, which conceived
and initiated the program, and is administered by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Office of the Arts.
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The Genius of the Canyon, 1913
Oil on ca Ilvas, 36 x 48 1/2"
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8The Southern
Landscape Tradition
A PRELIMINARY PERSPECTIVE
William W. Freeling
History Department
University of Kentucky
This catalogue and its accompanying exhibit fur-
thers an important late-twentieth-century movement
in American cultural studies. Earlier in the century,
southern studies limped along as American Studies'
ridiculed orphan. The chief ridiculer, Baltimore's H.
L. Mencken, lampooned the notion that the South
even had amind. Concurrently, the most renowned
historians of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
America usually presumed that the mind of New
England was the mind ofAmerica. The mind of nine-
teenth-century Southerners, continued the conven-
tional derision, became consumed with an anachro-
nistic defense of slavery.
The mind of twentieth-century Southerners, cli-
maxed the scoffing, became obsessed with an anach-
ronistic glorification of afast-disappearing rural life.
The most famous southern essay writers, the Agrar-
ians of the 19205 and 19305, did indeed celebrate
Southerners' alleged superiority, supposedly stem-
ming from living close to the land. At that very time,
however, southern inhabitants in droves were de-
serting the farms to move toward anti-agrarian cit-
ies. To most northern intellectuals, the South, that
expired home of slavery and fast-expiring home of
preindustrial agrarianism, seemed mostly the con-
tinuing residence of racism, disenfranchisement, and
segregation. When southern intellectuals screamed
back at the putdown, their shrill defensiveness
sounded all the more provincial.
All that has lately changed. The North, we now
acknowledge, was also the ex-home of slavery, and
its cities have become the central American home of
racial turmoil. Meanwhile, late-twentieth-century
historians of colonial America have written the South
deeply into the origins of American civilization, 50
fully that colonial New Englanders seem the provin-
cial exceptions. The southern mind of the mid-nine-
teenth century has come to seem enlightening in
theology, social theory, and scientific discovery. Even
proslavery theory, while hardly congenial to modern
tastes, has come to seem varied, resourceful, inter-
esting beyond its ugly racism.
Most important of all, not any Agrarian butWil-
liam Faulkner, arguably America's greatest novelist,
has come to seem the giant of twentieth-century
southern culture. We are simultaneously fast dis-
covering the transsectional influence of Faulkner, a
white southern male, on Toni Morrison, ablack north-
ern female and arguably American's second-great-
est twentieth-century novelist. That connection mir-
rors our new conception of the South as intertwined
with other rich American regional cultures, hardly
just a mindless bastion of racial separation.
Recently, we have learned that the South not
only had an interesting mind but also an interesting
artistic beginning, centered in its own version of
beautiful American late eighteenth-/early nineteenth-
century antique furniture. And now we discover that
the South had a lovely tradition in landscape paint-
ing too. No one can look through this catalogue or
its accompanying exhibit (or the wonderful Morris
Museum in Augusta, Georgia, and Greenville County
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Museum in upcountry South Carolina) without con-
ceding that landscape painting did indeed thrive
south of New York's Hudson River Valley.
The discovery, however, has a built-in danger.
Elation over finding an unexpected treasure often
blocks the big questions about the new material. It
is not enough, when celebrating these paintings, to
retort, yet another time to Mr. Mencken, that yes
indeed there were southern intellectual and artistic
prizes. The questions remain, what was southern
about southern landscape painting, how does that
expression of southern culture add to our concep-
tion ofAmerican culture, and how well do the South's
previously unknown canvases stack up artistically
against the North's long-famous landscape paint-
ings of the mid-nineteenth century, Luminism and
Hudson River School?
Washington Allston, Elijah in the Desert
This moment of discovery is the time not for
answers but for hypotheses, designed to provoke
better theories in an ongoing scholarly reassessment.
In that tentative spirit, I venture two preliminary es-
timates. First of all, I see in the southern landscap-
ists, in comparison to the northern, aslightly greater
sense of the malign, of the potential destructiveness
of nature. Witness the darker, more disturbing can-
vases of two great southern landscapists, at either
Elliott Daingerfield, Lone Cypress
end of the nineteenth century, Washington Allston
and Elliott Daingerfield. In Allston's Elijah in the
Desert, a blasted tree reaches toward an angry sky.
Elijah lies helplessly at its base, his only hope a dark
raven clutching one of the tree's grotesque arms. In
Daingerfield's Lone Cypress an even darker, more
damaged tree dominates the canvas. The lone sur-
vivor stands amidst a natural scene devoid of bright
hope. In Daingerfield's Genius of the Canyon, man's
brightest imagined hopes are seen in the virgin
sprawled over the landscape and the luminous
temple in the background. But the unlit foreground
landscape hints that man's fantasies may be illu-
sions. This delicate juxtaposition of light and dark,
innocent virginity and architectural sophistication
9
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and the brooding land leaves the duel between the
malign and the fanciful intriguingly undecided.
Malignity co-stars in afew northern landscapes
too. One thinks of Thomas Cole's Course of Empire,
with its progression toward man's destruction of
nature and himself, and Frederic Church's The Ice-
berg, with nature looming up to annihilate man's
ship. But in these canvases, the annihilation is in
nature, not by nature; man is his own murderer. In
Cole's series, innocent nature is the backdrop for a
despoiling imperial civilization. In Church's Iceberg,
the ice wall is innocently sublime, unless some pilot
of a Titanic ventures carelessly close.
These unusual northern hints that man can self-
destruct in nature are the exception that proves the
rule. Normality among the Luminists features na-
ture as well-lit paradise, without man or his litter. In
northern Luminist work, an almost obligatory fallen
tree in the foreground is always overwhelmed by
the exhalation of undamaged natural beauty every-
where else. The famous fiery sunsets and pastoral
landscapes and huge mountains with breathtaking
waterfalls are of a nature pre-man, or post-man, or
as the Transcendentalists would have it, transcend-
ing man. The South Carolina impulses behind Wash-
ington Allston's Elijah, portrayed at the helpless mercy
of nature, are not to be found in the Luminists' be-
neficent natural fireworks.
The slightly-more-often darker, ominous quality
of nature in the southern CEuvre is related to a sec-
ond difference from northern masterpieces, this time
omnipresent in southern canvases: the much greater
southern centrality of humans and their habitats.
Domestic houses and/or their occupants usually per-
vade southern landscapes. Mid-nineteenth-century
northern landscapes seldom feature such humans
or structures. When northern landscapes include
humans, nature dwarfs man-made worlds. Asher
Durand's Kindred Spirits typifies the mode. A poet
and painter stand overpowered by nature's beauty,
with their houses nowhere in sight. To take another
example, Thomas Cole's The Oxbow has avillage in
the distance, barely bothering a fraction of nature.
Nothing here resembles southern landscapes such
as Ferdinand Graham Walker's My Old Kentucky
Home, with its distinct house and distincter occu-
pant at the center of a subtly diffuse landscape, or
Henry Roseland's The Co/tin, with its dark, grim
negresses juxtaposed against the bright white cot-
ton and heat-hazed background, or Willie M.
Chamber's Uncle Hamp, with its folksy mixture of
well-coiffured black and primitive cart and bemused
ox framed by the trees and rosy skies of a southern
dawn. Even George David Coulon's Swamp Pool I,
with its aspects of a northern-style luminist land-
scape, has the boatman and his house far more cen-
tral than in the classic northern work.
The Luminists' emphasis on nature without evil,
on nature transcending man, on nature without
dwellings - these northern artistic preoccupations
came naturally to amid-nineteenth-century northern
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society that was moving away from nature, toward
cities. At the very time northern urbanites were un-
easily losing contact with nature, their painters were
nostalgically celebrating anatural order of fading rel-
evance to the city-dweller. This mid-nineteenth-cen-
tury northern painterly mood bears its resemblance
to the southern agrarian essays of the 1920s and
1930s, so full ofworship for the very agrarianism that
much of the mid-twentieth South was quitting.
The southern landscape tradition, established
before the Agrarians wrote, has little such nostalgic
impulse. The canvases celebrate southern life as it
was lived, with the rural inhabitants and their dwell-
ing intermingled with the scenery. Nature is not in
the process of being lost to the city or to the indus-
trial revolution. Rather, the southern painter's natu-
ral order is part of the marrow of rural domestic life,
which means that nature sometimes distresses an
individual who lives amidst its unpredictable moods.
The broader point: Nostalgia for a nature slip-
ping away was not southern agrarian provincialism
of the 1920s-30s but American cosmopolitanism,
wherever the industrial revolution threatened
America's cultural identity as nature's nation. The
departure from domesticity in nature came far ear-
lier in the far-more-swiftly-industrializing North. Mid-
nineteenth-century southern proslavery writers, seiz-
ing the difference, called impersonal industrializa-
tion a threat to all personal domestic life. They de-
liberately labeled slavery The Domestic Institution.
In the context of that southern domestic affir-
mation, the mid-nineteenth-century northern cel-
ebration of a nature without domestic life was irrel-
evant to the southern landscape painter. The South's
countervailing house-in-nature tradition could not
have the northern painters' terrific romanticization
of a nature too awesome for human domestic habi-
tation. As a result, the southern ceuvre could not
have the same supra-human flamboyance. But for
those who prefer less fireworks and more realism,
the southern house-in-nature canvas has its at-Iast-
discovered place in the American artistic tradition.
II
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THOMAS ADDISON RICHARDS
Late Afternoon
Oil on canvas, 14 x 23"
To the dwellers in ourcities, who tire of their eter-
nal walls of brick, and their ceaseless clamor of busi-
ness, - who long for the pure air of the hills, and the
sweet sounds of the woods and waterfalls, - ... to all
who have an eye to see, an ear to hear, and aheart to
feel and appreciate the beautiful and sublime in Na-
ture, - we say visit Tallulah.
w. C. Richards, Georgia Illustrated, 1842, p. 12.
In 1842, W. C. Richards edited Georgia Illustrated. In
aSeries ofViews Embracing Natural Sceneryand Public
Edifices (Penfield, Georgia), a volume accompanied
by steel engravings based on "sketches made ex-
pressly for this work" by his artist-brother, T. Addison
Richards. They were not the first writers or painters
to observe and admire the landscape of the Ameri-
can South. In this book they expressed romantic
views of Nature - capital N- characteristic of many
mid-nineteenth-century writers and artists ofAmerica
and Europe, visions which incorporated ideas of the
picturesque and the sublime, ideas formulated in the
eighteenth century.
The Richards brothers, natives of England, had
come as youths with their minister-father to America
in 1831. Their publication was meant to entice art-
ists, writers and tourists to come to see the natural
wonders of Georgia.
It is not necessarily paradoxical that, in one of
the essays, about Columbus, Georgia, the writer eu-
logized the progress being made in what was still
one of the pioneer areas of the nation. The town,
founded only in 1828, was described as having"blos-
somed like arose" in what was aformer wilderness.
"The majestic steam packet now gallantly rides lord
of the stream, which so lately yielded to nought but
the wild man's paddle. The impervious and track-
less desert of yesterday, is today, intersected in its
length and breadth, by railroads and canals, those
mighty engines in the advancement of human intel-
ligence and happiness." Wild nature could be ap-
preciated because there were beginning to be ur-
ban centers in which individuals did not need to
struggle against the untamed wilderness.
Equally paradoxical, perhaps, is that in the de-
scription of the Falls of the Towaliga, the writer
evoked images of a "ruin of a lofty bridge" and of a
"dilapidated mill," suggesting that even this newly
established area had acertain antiquity. Lines from
Wordsworth's poem, "the Fall of the Aar-Handec"
were quoted, making a direct connection with En-
glish romantic thought of the first half of the nine-
teenth century.
This exhibition, which juxtaposes asampling of
landscape paintings of the American South from the
Morris Museum ofArt with asampling of landscape
paintings in the collection of the University of Ken-
tucky Art Museum, provides an opportunity to see
each work in a different context, and therefore to
raise questions and suggest insights about the artis-
tic problems selected by individual artists as well as
the presumed choices of patrons. It can suggest
Eyes To See
N INETEENTH-CENTU RY
LANDSCAPES
Jessie Poesch
Newcomb Art Department
Tulane University
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something of the flow of ideas back and forth be-
tween the Old World and the New, between the North
and South, about shared, and differing, concepts and
motivations, and the web of possible connections. It
tells us something about the different places artists
chose to paint and the different reasons for doing so.
It is fitting that the earliest work in the exhibi-
tion is a watercolor by the English artist, John Con-
stable, of circa 1810-1815, created at a time when
he was determined to base his art on direct obser-
vation of the places he knew intimately. This is one
of a series of watercolors and oil sketches of East
Bergholt, the area where he grew up and lived. In
the monochromatic composition, he shows a street
scene on the edge of the village, ascene more rustic
than urban. Though rooted in traditions of Dutch
seventeenth-century paintings, at Constable's time
such works were still relatively rare and somewhat
unpopular in England. He was to become famous
as a pioneer of British landscape painting.
In his use of watercolor, Constable was following
in the footsteps of British artists of the eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries who boldly explored the
possibilities of that medium for rendering ephemeral
effects of light and atmosphere, amedium used increas-
ingly in the nineteenth century in England and else-
where. Several works from the University of Kentucky
collection are in this sometimes difficult medium.
Constable is also noteworthy for having done a
series of about one hundred cloud studies in 1821-
1822, precise studies of the fleeting changes in the
skies. Whether or not he was directly stimulated to
undertake these studies by recent scientific publica-
tions in the relatively new discipline of meteorology is
debatable, though it is known that he owned and
annotated acopy ofThomas Forster's Researches About
Atmospheric Phenomena (2nd edition, 1815).1 Few
easel artists are known to have done such precise
studies of specific aspects of nature. However, the
development of landscape painting parallels the in-
creasing scientific knowledge of natural history in the
eighteenth and especially in the nineteenth century.
Mark Catesby's The Natural History of Carolina,
Florida, and the Bahamas (London, 1754) is one of
the first attempts to make a systematic study of the
flora and fauna to be found in the South. Stimu-
lated by the new principles of defining genera and
species of organisms as formulated by the botanist,
Carolus Linnaeus, the study, collecting, and precisely
describing nature's infinite variety, accelerated. (The
term, scientist, did not enter common usage until
circa 1834.) The Quaker, John Bartram, in his role of
botanist to King George III, traveled into the Caroli-
nas and elsewhere in search of seeds and plants.
His son William's Travels (1791) evoked idyllic im-
ages of Florida and the South and influenced roman-
tic writers such as Chateaubriand in France. "Bota-
nizing" became afavorite pastime ofthe serious and
not-sa-serious.
The French scholar, F. A. Michaux, first visited
the new world with his father, who wrote a notable
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study of the North American Oaks. The son revisited
America in 1801-1802, then published more of the
results of their travels west of the Alleghenies, in-
cluding parts of Kentucky, Tennessee, the upper Caro-
linas and lower Louisiana, describing the abundant
trees and, in passing, the Kentucky practices of horse-
breeding.2 He returned again in 1807. His studies
of North American Sylva, or a Description of the For-
est Trees...were first published in French in 1810 and
1813, in English in 1819, and republished in America
in numerous editions until 1871. Included is a de-
scription of the White Beech, "one of the tallest and
most majestic trees of the forest" that flourished in
"large masses" in Kentucky and Tennessee, some-
times having circumferences of eight to eleven feet
and reaching more than one hundred feet high.
Three generations or so later, in the 1880s, the
German-born painter, Carolus Christian Brenner, who
came to the United States in 1853, was apparently
captivated by these trees, as seen by his" Beech Trees,
Kentucky." A critic in an 1879 article in the Louisville
Monthly Magazine identified him as "the pride of Lou-
isville and Kentucky" who, "as a painter of beech
woods is exceedingly skillful, and every peculiarity of
abeech tree is as familiar to him as the arrangements
of his own atelier."3 Brenner mayor may not have
known Michaux's text, but the disciplined studies of
the naturalists, inspiring people to venture into the
countryside, to see and examine specific objects of
the natural world, laid part of the intellectual founda-
tions for nineteenth-century painters of landscapes.
Other naturalists who recorded the flora and
fauna of the South include Alexander Wilson, the
first to attempt asurvey ofAmerican birds, and John
James Audubon, who spent the better part of 1821-
1823 in and around New Orleans. When in Charles-
ton in 1831 he met John Bachman, a knowledge-
able naturalist who collaborated with him, and Maria
Martin, an artist who painted backgrounds for sev-
enty or so of his drawings. The Frenchman, Charles
Alexandre LeSeur not only drew specimens of his
specialty, fishes, but made a number of sketches of
landscapes he observed between New Harmony,
Indiana, and New Orleans, where he visited at least
six times between 1828 and 1837.
There was, however, little interest in, and few
markets for, landscape paintings in the United States
in the first three decades of the century. Thomas
Doughty of Philadelphia, then Boston, began to
achieve recognition for his landscapes around 1838.
Thomas Cole, who had settled in Catskill near the
Hudson River, exhibited his large moralizing land-
scapes in the late 1830s and occasionally painted
more direct compositions of the picturesque scen-
ery of the area. Asher B. Durand devoted himself
increasingly to landscapes after study in Europe in
1840-1841. These artists were beginning to enjoy
some success by 1840, but it is noteworthy that the
Southern Literary Messenger of December 1840 car-
ried an article by a New Yorker deploring the lack of
patronage of the arts in America.4 The financial panic
of 1837 lasted until around 1843; if these were diffi-
15
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cult years for artists in the North, they were even
more so for the still sparsely settled and rural South.
(Though an appropriate comparison is often made
between the more urban North and the rural South,
in fact, throughout the nineteenth century, the nation
as a whole was predominately rural. It wasn't until
1920 that the United States Census indicated that the
urban population exceeded the rural.5)
Literary works fostered a romantic feeling for
nature. In an 1840 article in the Southern Literary
Messenger, Charles Lanman, artist and writer, waxed
eloquent about autumn as ametaphor of life, "I have
come... to enjoy the pensive pleasure which the
present aspect of nature inspires...wheneverwe look
upon the face of nature, we behold emblems of man's
condition, and of human life."6 Lanman informed
Southern readers about the growing significance of
landscape painting in the United States in subse-
quent articles in the same journal, one of the works
of Thomas Cole and another, in 1850, identifying
major painters of landscape;IAddison Richards and
John Gadsby Chapman were the two artists whose
works included scenes of the South. 7
William Gilmore Simms was recognized as a
national literary figure after the publication of his
novels, Guy Rivers (1834) and The Yemassee (1835)
and others of the 1830s and 1840s. In these he cre-
ated stories based on the history and the imagery of
the American South - the frontier areas of the
"Southwest" and life in South Carolina during the
American Revolution. His lyrical poems, "Southern
Passages and Pictures," first published in 1839, af-
firmed his love and identity with the South. Simms
was aparticipant in what has been called "the Young
America literary wars of the 1840s," arguing for the
need for writers and artists to create works based
on distinctivelyAmerican matter and settings. "That
our scenery has not yet found the painter on canvas
or in fiction, is due to other than its own deficien-
cies. It must be our care to prove that it is not be-
cause the genius itself is not among us. "8
The traumatic political events relating to the is-
sues of slavery and states' rights of the 1830s and
1840s shaped a growing sense of Southern identity
and alienation. When Simms, in 1856, wrote "to be
national in literature, one must needs be sectional.
No one can fully or fairly illustrate the characteris-
tics of any great country; and he who shall depict
one section faithfully, has made his proper and suffi-
cient contribution to the great work of national
illustration," he was indirectly expressing his own
sense of political identification with the separatist
movement in his native South Carolina.9
IAddison Richards left Georgia in 1845 for New
York. It became his permanent residence. From there
he made frequent trips exploring the nation's scen-
ery. As evidenced by a number of paintings he ex-
hibited or auctioned from time to time, he revisited
the South several times. lO In May 1853, he pub-
lished an article in Harper's Monthly enhanced with
twelve wood engravings based on his drawings, and
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again encouraging artists to come to the South.11
There was much" landscape beauty" worthy of the
artist's brush - "Quiet valleys and mountain
forms....But little has been said, either in picture or
story, of the natural scenery of the Southern states."
He introduced a series of comparisons: "the thun-
ders of the Niagara" are echoed by the Tallulah. "For
the verdant meadows of the North, dotted with cot-
tages and grazing herds, the South has broad sa-
vannas, calm in the shadow of the palmetto and the
magnolia....The grand ranges of the Catskills and
the Adirondacs [sic] and the peaks of the Green and
White Mountains, are but outer links of that mighty
Alleghanian chain .... " (In these, he was sometimes
comparing places where there were already hotels
and inns, such as the Catskills, with places he saw as
potential places of resort.) Having extolled, in prose
and poetry, and illustrated some of the beauties to
be found in Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee and
South Carolina, he ended on a discouraging note
about the difficulties of travel: "the by-ways are
miserable, the people ignorant, the fare scant and
wretched, and the expense of travel disproportion-
ately great."
In 1859 he wrote an informative article chroni-
cling the year-round cycle of rice cultivation in low-
land South Carolina.12 It was replete with sixteen
engravings based on his own drawings - a cypress
swamp, the marsh, magnolias, the lagoon, a live oak
avenue, a water oak, as well as scenes of African-
American workers in the rice fields, the negro quar-
ters and anegro funeral. Presumably he found com-
fortable lodgings in Charleston, facilitating his work
while preparing the article. In 1859 he exhibited
three paintings of the South at the National Acad-
emy in New York: The Edisto Rive~ S.c., Live Oaks of
the South, and The French Broad Rive~ N.C. 13 The
bucolic landscape, Late Afternoon, from the Morris
Museum, showing arange of mountains in the back-
ground, trees, and an open plain with afew figures,
was probably painted by Richards in the 1850s, an
example of the beauty of "quiet valleys and moun-
tain forms" waiting to be discovered by artists.
Thomas Addison Richards, Rock Mountain
While American painters were seeking to cap-
ture the particular appearance of the land of their
still-new nation, a group of French artists, partly in-
spired by the traditions of Dutch landscapes and the
example of Constable, whose Haywain was exhib-
ited in the 1824 Paris Salon, had left the city and
begun to paint the rustic landscapes of the country-
side they knew best, such as the nearby Forest of
Fontainbleau and the area near the village of
Barbizon. They were deliberate in their decision, as
opposed to earlier Italian and French landscape paint-
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ing, to be anticlassical. In their wish to give the natu-
ral beauty of their familiar countryside an importance
of its own, there was, here too, an element of asearch
for national or regional identity. They often depicted
humble pastoral scenes of peasants at work, some-
times with their flocks. In their reverence for the ev-
eryday life of the country one can also sense an anti-
urban attitude. The Barbizon school flourished from
the 1830s into the 1870s and 1880s and beyond.
In this exhibition, the oil Summer Afternoon by
the British artist, James Edward Meadows, of 1860,
with its sense of shifting light and shade as clouds
pass over a country scene with an old bridge, repre-
sents an individual interpretation of Barbizon concepts.
So does the rather more dramatic In the Pasture by
Julien Dupre (a nephew ofone ofthe original Barbizon
group). Here a rural drama, a tug-of-war between a
young farm girl and a strong-minded cow, is shown.
The watercolor, Landscape with Shepherd, by the Dutch
artist, Anton Mauve, of 1877, is a further example of
the genre whose popularity extended well beyond the
boundaries of France. Both Dupre and Mauve be-
came known for their landscapes in which there was
a clear relationship between man and animals, or
among animals themselves.
George Inness, an American landscape painter,
first saw the work of the Barbizon painters in the
1850s and evidently appreciated something of the
informality of their compositions and their reverence
for nature. As his style and thoughts matured, he
stressed the need to convey"sentiment of human-
ity." For him, the aim of awork of art was "to awaken
an emotion ...the true beauty of the work consists in
the sentiment or emotion which it inspires....Details
in the picture must be elaborated only enough to
fully reproduce the impression that the artist wishes
to reproduce."14 As will be seen, Inness' philosophy
was to influence Elliot Daingerfield, whose works
are included in this exhibition.
John Frederick Herring, Jr., whose Black Beauty
of 1898-1899, is shown here, was a member of a
family of British artists who established a reputa-
tion as painters of sporting events and horses.
Though the original purchaser of Black Beauty is un-
known, it is appropriate that it has come to rest as a
part of the University of Kentucky collection, the area
identified by Michaux in the early 1800s as a center
for horse-breeding and still known as one ofthe great
centers of horse-breeding and racing.
Black Beauty was, of course, the fictional horse
ofAnna Sewell's famous" autobiography of ahorse,"
first published in 1877; it became a best-loved ani-
mal story and aclassic of children's literature. It was
more than that. Its purpose was to "induce kind-
ness, sympathy and an understanding treatment of
horses" at a time when they were depended upon
for all manner of transport. By 1890 over one hun-
dred thousand copies had been sold in England. An
American edition was published in Boston by the
newly-founded American Humane Education Soci-
ety, which proclaimed it "The Uncle Tom1s Cabin of
the Horse."ls
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Herring's elegant painting thus has adeliberate
narrative appeal. A svelte Black Beauty is shown at
leisure in a scene where a variety of farm animals
live harmoniously together. It illustrates the last two
chapters of the story when, atthe urging of his grand-
son, the kindly FarmerThoroughgood purchased the
much abused creature and, by gentle care, restored
the horse to something of its once handsome ap-
pearance and vigor.
Willie M. Chambers, Uncle Hamp and His Cart
A less sophisticated painting of man's close re-
lationship to animals is the engaging Uncle Hamp
and His Cart, Montezuma, Georgia, by a seamstress,
Willie M. Chambers, from Atlanta, who occasionally
painted when she visited relatives in Montezuma.
The subject has been identified as Hamp Barnes, an
African-American who is known to have owned a
considerable acreage near Montezuma. He is shown
seated on an empty crate on his two-wheeled flat
cart. Behind him is a hand-woven basket filled with
cotton. Such baskets are still being made in nearby
Westville. Oxen as beasts of burden were familiar in
the rural South in the nineteenth and early twenti-
eth centuries. The setting includes two moss-draped
pines, blossoming cotton plants in the background,
and acarefully delineated mimosa tree on the right.
Chambers knew her plants. Insofar as is known,
this was done for the artist's pleasure and that of
her relatives or friends. The scene characterizes a
particular place in the rural South they knew well.16
William Aiken Walker had specific patrons in
mind - the middle class and well-to-do visitors,
mostly from the North, who came to fledgling re-
sorts, sporting places and health spas for rest and
recreation in the sunny South.17 In the years after
the Civil War, he traversed the length and breadth of
the South, from Charleston to New Orleans, from
the Gulf Coast to the mountains of North Carolina.
An efficient if not acompletely successful painter, in
his most productive years, from 1869 to 1912, he
made almost yearly circuits through the Carolinas,
Florida, Georgia, Mississippi and Louisiana. Appar-
ently an entertaining and genial personality, he
stayed at the same inns and hotels frequented by
his patrons.
Some of the hotels were built by railroad com-
panies; the new resort industry was a part of astrug-
gling, commercial "New South." Walker found a
market for his work by painting African-Americans,
representations of the older agrarian South that hadn't
changed all that much despite emancipation, some
industrialization and some increasing urbanism.
He painted many small canvases depicting Afri-
can-Americans in their often shabby clothing. He
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recorded with remarkable fidelity the varied single
cabins, of log or board and batten, sometimes with
brick chimneys, and showed family members in the
doorways or at work nearby, washing or cooking or
caring for chickens, etc. In larger-scale paintings he
depicted workers in cotton fields, with a cluster of
farm buildings in the background; others showed
workers cultivating tobacco or rice and even wheat.
The busy levees of New Orleans attracted his atten-
tion, as did the workers with their mule-drawn wag-
ons and carts. The occasional "pure" landscape-
places favored for fishing and hunting-and still-life
works rounded out his CEuvre.
For Walker and his patrons, the African-Ameri-
cans were the"other" half of the racial equation in
the South, the picturesque equivalent of peasants in
Europe. However separate they were in way of life
and experience, Walker spent time with his subjects.
He may well have paid them to pose for his paint-
ings, or, in later years, for the photographs he took.
With their compliance, together they provided apic-
ture of the working world of rural blacks in the post-
Civil War South, a picture partially idealized, as in
the always calm mien of his subjects, but also partly
real in the detailed rendering of their clothes, their
homes, the fields where they worked, and their var-
ied means of transport. In Road to Rosalie of 1887,
Walker depicted three African-Americans with a
mule-drawn wagon piled high with cotton bales.
The paintings of Florida of the 1870s, done by
the Boston artist, George Higgins, are among the
William Aiken Walker; Road to Rosalie
earliest known nineteenth-century paintings of that
locale. It was then astill rural and undeveloped state,
but was beginning to attract visitors from the North,
eager to escape the chill of winter, to enjoy the sea
breezes, in search of health or pleasure. (The novel-
ist, Harriet Beecher Stowe, first wintered in the St.
John's River area in 1867; in 1874 the Boston artist,
William Morris Hunt, who helped to popularize the
Barbizon painters in America, painted his View ofSt.
John's Riverwhile there.) Higgins' Florida Cabin Scene
of 1870 is a subdued tonal composition. The dark
browns, greens, and blacks of the cabin and the ad-
jacent forest are suffused with the light of aglowing
hot sun. An African-American woman and her child
are seen in the doorstep of a log cabin. Cooking
pots, a barrel, and two-wheeled cart are scattered
about. Palmetto can be seen in the foreground. In
Palm Grove, with its swampy setting, towering palms,
and thick vegetation, and Florida Landscape, both of
1875, we see the lush tropical foliage of the south-
ernmost parts of Florida - perhaps of KeyWest. 18
The artist Frank Shapleigh was yet another New
Englander attracted to Florida. He chose to paint
urban townscapes, but not of bustling ports or com-
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mercial centers. Rather, he painted views of St. Au-
gustine, then being "discovered" for the charm of
its sometimes tumble-down and picturesque build-
ings that harked back to the era of Spanish coloni-
zation. His 1887 painting, In Charlotte Street, St.
Augustine, Florida, shows one of the narrow streets
of the old city. Shapleigh, along with fellow
Bostonians, George W. Seavey and W. Staples Brown,
wintered in Florida for a number seasons. In 1889
they, along with the better-known Martin J. Heade,
moved into several of the seven artist's studios that
the enterprising financier, railroad and hotel pro-
moter, Henry Morrison Flagler, had included in the
building complex of his elaborate new luxury hotel,
romantically named the Ponce de Leon. For a num-
ber of years, the guests could indulge an interest in
art as if they were latter-day Renaissance patrons.
The artists not only found a ready market for their
talents, but enjoyed a pleasant social life at the
weekly receptions held in the artists' studios. This
era inaugurated the Florida boom in real estate, rail-
roads and resorts.
The Florida paintings of Higgins, Hunt, and
Heade are notable for their evocation oftropical set-
tings. Asimilar awareness of the sometimes almost
claustrophobic rich tropical foliage, such as found in
Louisiana and the Caribbean, is seen in the two
Swamp Pool paintings. They are believed to have
been painted for a New Orleans restaurant where
they would have suggested to urban dwellers the
exotic tropical settings not so many miles away.
Harry Roseland, The Co'tin
There is a certain irony in the fact that the New
York-based artist, Harry Roseland, found a ready
market in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries for his paintings depicting African-Ameri-
cans. His Co'tin of 1898 was one of a number of his
works reproduced in national periodicals. Accord-
ing to an anonymous biographer of 1901, Roseland
had first begun to paint workers, mostly "foreign-
ers" on farms in the suburbs of Brooklyn. However:
...even these transplanted peasants failed to in-
terest him, after a time, and it occurred to him that
there were indigenous subjects nearer at hand:
negroes, especially of the ante-bellum type, worthy of
perpetuation on canvas; and the more he studied their
manners, their costumes and their ways of living, the
richer did the "find" appear....it is for representations
ofnegro life that he is now best known, though he has
by no means given up work ofahigherorder. ...His types
ofnegro life and character are presented with remark-
able fidelity and a humorous spirit. His models never
seem stereotyped, because theyare shown in fresh situ-
ations and with new, distinct motives. 19
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Exactly how near at hand workers in cotton
fields were for Roseland is not clear; it is apparently
not known if and when he visited the South. He
may have studied photographs and paintings, and
hired models, to achieve the illusion of realism. The
"humorous spirit" of some of these paintings ap-
parently appealed to his Northern audience, com-
fortably reinforcing stereotypes of people and places
in the rural South.
The patterns of light and dark greens, and the
sense of a landscape bathed in light, as seen in
Willard LeRoy Metcalf's Giverny of 1887, exempli-
fies, in this exhibition, one of the shifts in the way of
interpreting landscapes by artists in the latter half of
the nineteenth century. In 1874, a French critic had
dismissed aseemingly unfinished painting by Claude
Monet as "impressionist." He was one of a group
of painters interested in catching on canvas the way
light constantly changed the appearance of colors,
perceiving shadows as lights of lower intensity, and
form as colored light. A diverse group also inter-
ested in painting modern life, they became known
as Impressionists. The style, or techniques used, had
evolved in part from the practice of painting directly
from nature in the out-of-doors, plein air, favored by
the Barbizon group. By the 1880s the Impression-
ists were accepted as of major importance. At the
age of forty-three, Claude Monet moved from his
home near Paris to the peasant village of Giverny. It
was one of several villages where artists of various
nationalities, seeking inexpensive settings and new
subject matter, were settling for aseason or several
years, developing small congenial artists' colonies.20
Metcalf, an American who studied in Paris between
1883 and 1889, visited Giverny several times and was
one of several American artists who helped to popu-
larize the style in the United States after his return.
Around 1890, Edward Willis Redfield purchased
aproperty in the countryside near New Hope in Bucks
County, Pennsylvania. One of agroup of artists iden-
tified as the first generation of Pennsylvania Impres-
sionist artists, he became known for his direct, un-
sentimental renderings ofthe Pennsylvania country-
side, particularly in winter, as seen here in his 1898
Bucks County, Winter. Considerably more subdued
than Metcalf's work, he caught the effect of the
muted light and cold, grey tones at a moment of a
mild mid-winter thaw. He was known to paint di-
rectly from nature, out-of-doors, for hours at a time
in the middle of winter.21
Even as some artists were concerned to catch
the changing and ephemeral effects of light on can-
vas, to render the places they knew best, other art-
ists, and writers, were reacting against doctrines of
naturalism. In the early phase of his career, the French
painter and theorist, Maurice Denis, was among
these. In an oft-quoted statement, he reminded art-
ists that a painting was"essentially a flat surface
covered with colors assembled in a certain order,"
thus stressing the underlying structure of a work.
He and his associates were equally concerned with
conveying the underlying, more permanent and spiri-
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tual aspects of nature, a "state of the soul." Awide
variety of paintings come under the rubric of Sym-
bolist art - some represented different movements
away from the tenets of Impressionism, as do the
late paintings of George Inness, who desired to ex-
press nature's spiritual significance in his art.22 The
early 1891 painting of Denis, Landscape, shows a
somewhat idealized or simplified composition; the
light oval of aharbor scene contrasts with the darker
masses of a stone building and the encircling con-
tours of the harbor.
In 1885, Elliott Daingerfield, who had grown
up in North Carolina, returned there, establishing a
summer studio in the mountain town of Blowing
Rock, a community where Charlestonians, among
others, annually found solace from the summer's
heat. Daingerfield had been trained in New York
City and launched his career there; his friendship
with George Inness, whom he met in 1884, was
significant in shaping his artistic aims.
Of painting, Daingerfield wrote:
To study nature at all times is the only hope of
him who would be a painter of worth.... The picture,
the work of art, comes from the co-ordination of
knowledge, the passing of all the study through the
alembic ofour own gifts, and its expression then and
then only, simply-even reverently.... [An artist must
seek] the Infinite Presence which dwells everywhere. 24
One does not ordinarily find examples of the
work of Maurice Denis and Elliott Daingerfield to-
gether, as in this exhibition. However different their
circumstances and approaches, they shared certain
concepts. It is interesting, too, that in the course of
their careers both received commissions to execute
paintings with religious subject matter.
Daingerfield's career bridged the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, as did those of several other
artists in this exhibition: among American artists are
Metcalf, Redfield, and Ferdinand Graham Walker.
The bright hues of Gilbert Gaul's Tennessee Ag-
ricultural Scene demonstrate his familiarity with the
color palette of the Impressionists. As with many
American artists, his forms are more firmly delineated
and the lights and shadows more sharply defined than
in some French Impressionist works. Born in New
Jersey and trained in New York, 1876 he traveled to
the American West, where he observed the United
States Army, then conducting campaigns against the
Sioux. He soon established a reputation as a painter
of military subjects. In 1881 he inherited a farm in
Van Buren County, Tennessee; for the next thirty years
he maintained astudio there and developed astrong
sense of identification with the area, as can be sensed
in the painting of the farm couple at the turn of the
century, contemplating their crop.
Though achild during the Civil War, Gilbert Gaul
also developed a deep interest in the troubled his-
tory of the upper South. In the 1890s he frequently
created imaginative, carefully researched, convinc-
ing compositions of episodes in the lives of individual
23
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soldiers and of aspects of battle, both Union and
Confederate. For Southerners, the scenes of the Con-
federates provided images of noble defeat during
years of poverty and reconstruction - nostalgia for
the Lost Cause.
Nostalgia of adifferent kind is suggested by the
painting of a rustic scene by Ferdinand Graham
Walker, a resident of Louisville, perhaps painted in
the late nineteenth or early twentieth century. It
shows aweathered farm house set among trees, with
a boy standing in an open meadow. The title, My
Old Kentucky Home, based on the song by Stephen
C. Foster, gives narrative meaning to this quiet scene.
Foster had written the song in 1853, one of agroup
of songs for the performing Christy Minstrels - songs
written by awhite man for white performers in black
face, songs purported to be, and were in part, based
on African-American music. It was to become an
all-time popular American classic, and is still well-
known even beyond the confines of this country. "My
Old Kentucky Home" was one of the songs Foster
carefully crafted so as not to use "trashy and offen-
sive words which belong to some songs of that or-
der."25 Charles Hamm, distinguished scholar of popu-
lar music, has identified the song's appeal:
And the sentiment with which the song concludes
- death as a welcome relief for the weary and the
troubled - was auniversal nineteenth-century notion,
much more general than slavery or the South or even
America.26
Elliott Daingerfield, Carolina Sunlight
By the late nineteenth century something of a
cult surround the memory of Foster, who died in 1864.
In 1893 the Louisville Courier Journal first circulated
a story that Foster had written "My Old Kentucky
Home" after visiting the home of a relative near
Bardstown, Kentucky.27 Tourism, partly based on the
Foster legend, is now one of the major industries of
Bardstown; since 1959 an outdoor drama, The
Stephen Foster Story, has been performed and seen
there by more than one million people. The painting
is a visual tribute to the song, nostalgia for a time
past, and pride of place.
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RACHEL HARTLEY
Church Meeting, 1933
Oil on canvas,25 x 30"
Who knows the South? It is a land of beauty and
horro~ of cultivation and refinement, laid over misery
and degradation. It is a land of tremendous
contradictions.... the South remains our romantic land.
It remains so because it is. I have seen the red clay of
Georgia reveal its color in the dawn, and the bayous of
Louisiana glitter in magnolia-scented moonlight. There
are no crude facts about the South which can ever kill
the romantic effect of these on my imagination.
Thomas Hart Benton, An Artist in America, 19371
In 1937,Thomas Hart Benton, then one ofAmerica's
most recognized artists, published his autobiogra-
phy in the form of a travelogue recounting his jour-
neys through the regions of a changing America.
Readers in the Depression era may have been sur-
prised by the book's extensive coverage of the South
because then, as now, despite the fact that Benton
lived and worked in Manhattan from 1912 to 1935,
he was regarded as ason of the Middle West. How-
ever, it was in the South that Benton discovered many
of the most important subjects used in the murals
and easel paintings he completed during the years
of his ascension to national stature. In 1924, follow-
ing the death of his father, Maecenas E. Benton, a
native ofTennessee who became successful as alaw-
yer and Populist politician in the Ozark region, Benton
began to travel, often alone, in the isolated moun-
tains of the Ozarks. Motivated in part by his recog-
nition that traditional Ozark culture was based upon
the migratory culture of the South, as well as his
desire to seek adeeper understanding of his family's
history in the states ofTennessee, Kentucky, and North
Carolina, Benton traveled extensively in the South
during the late 1920s and the early 1930s.
In these years, working well in advance of the
artists, writers and photographers sponsored by the
Roosevelt administration's federal relief programs,
including the WPA and the FSA, Benton traveled and
documented the traditions, culture and diverse physi-
cal realities of a region in transition. His interest in
this If land of tremendous contradictions If often pre-
ceded the interest of native artists of the region, who
were inspired, as recent scholars have indicated, by
Benton's attention to these subjects and his garner-
ing of national recognition to issues associated with
the South. His explorations also coincided in time
with the early writing activities of Southern authors
including William Faulkner (in 1937 he sketched
Faulkner at a script meeting in a Hollywood studio)
and closely paralleled the activities of the noted
Agrarian writers atVanderbilt University. And, while
he painted and also wrote extensively about the pre-
dominantly agricultural economy of the region, in-
cluding the raising of cotton, sugar cane, and to-
bacco, he did not overlook the importance of the
expanding lumbering and mining industries of the
region, as well as the growth of factories and textile
mills often associated with the South's developing
urban centers.2
As evident in the twentieth-century paintings
of the South drawn from the collections of the Mor-
Looking Forward,
Looking Back
PAINTING THE SOUTH,
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ris Museum of Art for this exhibition, the years from
1900 to 1950 served as acrucial transitional period
for the art and the culture of the region. In fact,
when considering the art of this era within the con-
text of the social and historical issues related to sub-
jects such as segregation and the birth of the civil
rights movement, the transition from a rural to an
urban population base, and the related shift from
an agricultural to a manufacturing and technologi-
cal economy, it is apparent that it is far too large
and complex asubject for abrief essay.3 Rather than
attempt a comprehensive overview of the subject,
this essay will address the works of certain artists
and will consider specific themes and issues, espe-
cially those related to the topic of the landscape, the
presence of architectural forms within that landscape
environment, and the place of urban scene paint-
ings associated with the art of the era.
A fundamental issue during these years, as it
had been in the late nineteenth century, was the
debate concerning the development of an agrarian
versus an industrial economy as the basis for the
future of the region. In Augusta, Georgia, for ex-
ample, as massive industrial mills were built along
the expanded Augusta Canal during the 1880s, lead-
ing to the city's designation as the" Lowell of the
South," neighboring cotton planters along both sides
of the Savannah River often opposed the growth of
these mills, arguing for maintaining the agrarian way
of life and with it a continuance of rural family life
and a related nineteenth-century system of values.
This issue was addressed by the Agrarian writers at
Vanderbilt in their 1930 book I'll Take My Stand: The
South and the Agrarian Tradition. In a period when
thousands of Southerners, both black and white, left
farms, small rural communities, and cities to migrate
to the North and to the jobs found in the factories of
the North, these issues were of vital importance. In
the introduction to their book, the Agrarian writers
expressed support for"aSouthern way of life against
what may be called the American or prevailing way;
and all as much as agree that the best terms in which
to represent the distinctions are contained in the
phrase, Agrarian versus IndustriaL" Calling an agrar-
ian society"one in which agriculture is the leading
vocation, whether for wealth, for pleasure, or for
prestige," they indicated that the future of the South
should rest upon agrarian principles. "The theory of
agrarianism is that the culture of the soil is the best
and most sensitive of vocations, and that it should
have the economic preference and enlist the maxi-
mum number of workers."4
In a recently published essay, "Still Standing,"
Wendell Berry, the noted Kentucky poet and farmer
who is also afeatured writer in this publication, has
suggested the continuing relevance of certain issues
addressed by the Agrarians in 1930.5 Now, almost
seventy years after the original publication of the
Agrarians' book and its "Statement of Principles," it
is striking to note how radically the nature of the
landscape, the environment, and the ways of life in
the South have changed. In addition to the signifi-
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cant population growth and geographic sprawl as-
sociated with Southern cities and their surrounding
suburbs, there has been arelated population expan-
sion in once isolated areas, including the mountains
and coastal island areas. A dramatic reversal of the
manufacturing trends evident in the 1920s and 1930s
has also become evident as new industries are at-
tracted to the South, bringing a diverse range of
skilled and well-educated employees from national
and international markets into the region.
Where the South was regarded by the federal
government as an area of limited economic poten-
tial for many years, especially during Reconstruction
and the Depression era, a major reversal has oc-
curred. By the 1990s, as Peter Applebome has sug-
gested, the South has become the nation's "main
engine of economic growth." In his book, Dixie Ris-
ing: How the South Is Shaping American Values, Poli-
tics, and Culture, Applebome expands upon this point.
In 1993, over half of America's new jobs were
created in the South. During the same time, eight of
the top ten states in terms of growth in manufactur-
ing plants were in the South....Atlanta added more
jobs than any other city in the nation during 1993,
'94, and '95. Lazy resort towns like Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina, and once godforsaken Appalachian and
Ozark hollows like Pigeon Forge, Tennessee; Branson,
Missouri; and Eureka Springs, Arkansas, were trans-
formed almost overnight into booming middle-class
country-music and family-values vacation havens - the
Coney Islands and Catskills of the nineties. 6
Once isolated mountain towns and villages that
Thomas Hart Benton regularly visited and sketched
in the Ozark and Appalachian mountains have been
transformed into communities like Branson and Pi-
geon Forge, radically altering the landscape, urban
environment, and culture of these regions. Equally
dramatic, especially in the past ten to fifteen years,
and continuing to the present date, is the impact of
the automotive industry upon the landscape and
culture ofthe South. What would the Agrarians, cen-
tered around Vanderbilt University in Nashville, make
of the presence of a large Nissan plant in Smyrna
and a Saturn plant in Spring Hill, both Tennessee
towns not farfrom Nashville? And what would they
say about the existence of a Mercedes sport utility
vehicle plant built nearTuscaloosa, Alabama (not far
from Hale County, where Walker Evans produced his
famous photographs of tenant farmers in 1936)? Or
about recently announced plans for the construc-
tion of a new Honda plant in the small town of Lin-
coln, Alabama, not far from the Georgia border, or
the expansion of a BMW plant near Spartanburg,
South Carolina, that produces German-engineered
roadsters and coupes?
And, finally, what might be said about the im-
pact of the sprawling Toyota Camry manufacturing
compound located outside of Georgetown, Kentucky,
a once quiet antebellum college town located near
Lexington and the University of Kentucky (where this
exhibition is being featured)? Before Interstate 75
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passed through this region, connecting the North
and the South, Highway 25 served as the primary
road between Georgetown and Lexington. And, as
described in The WPA Guide to Kentucky, published
in 1939, it was a very different driving experience
than the one encountered by the modern interstate
driver who passes through the area.
Between Georgetown and Lexington US 25
crosses the Bluegrass - the world's finest pasture for
the rearing of blooded horses, as is demonstrated by
the large number of notable breeders who maintain
farms in it. The highway passes one estate after an-
other with trim white fences or stone walls covered
by vines, with large well-kept farm buildings - par-
ticularly stables - and with tree-shaded country
houses, some of which belong to ante bellum days. 7
As massive tracts of the rural South are being
converted to manufacturing centers and high tech-
nology office parks for domestic and foreign indus-
tries; as shopping malls and Wal-Mart stores con-
tinue to replace small town shops and traditional
businesses; as new golf courses and gated commu-
nities are being built at a constant pace; and as the
traditional horse farms and bluegrass areas of Cen-
tral Kentucky are continually threatened by the ex-
pansion of manufacturing plants and suburban
sprawl, it seems particularly appropriate to look back,
to consider the landscape and the environment of
the South as discovered and depicted by artists who
traveled and worked in the region from 1900 to 1950.
Looking back at the diverse traditions and ap-
proaches to landscape painting associated with the
art of the South in the first five decades of this cen-
tury may offer significant insights for our time and
culture. The art inspired by the realities of life in the
South during these years, as evident in the paintings
featured in this exhibition, reflects the complex and
often contradictory nature ofthe economic, social and
cultural environment of the region. An extended con-
sideration of these and related works, as has been
planned with this exhibition at the University of Ken-
tucky Art Museum, offers a unique opportunity for
reassessing the importance of the landscape, and the
importance of nature and the natural world, in the
South of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Elliott Daingerfield was a unique figure whose
career bridged two centuries, extending from 1880
until the time of his death in 1932, up to the years of
Thomas Hart Benton's emergence as a major figure
in the American art world. Daingerfield was born in
Harper's Ferry, West Virginia, in 1859 and raised as
the son of aConfederate officer in Fayetteville, North
Carolina. His art reflected an approach to the land-
scape of the South that was decidedly different from
Thomas Hart Benton's, one that reflected the influ-
ence of the French Barbizon School as well as the
aesthetic of his mentor, George Inness. This earlier
stylistic influence is especially evident in the paint-
ing entitled Return at Twilight, completed in 1887,
which also illustrates why Daingerfield came to be
known as the "American Millet." Beginning in 1886,
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and continuing until his death in 1932, Daingerfield
established an annual schedule that centered on his
New York studio during the art year and shifted in
the summer to Blowing Rock, North Carolina, to a
mountain village setting that offered escape and
spiritual nourishment after the hectic pace of the
NewYork art world. Ascene such as this one, though
informed by French precedents, was based upon his
personal experiences in the mountains of North Caro-
lina. Figures, such as the maiden in this work, as
well as those featured in his numerous religious
murals, were often based upon sketches and studies
derived from a wide range of figures he discovered
in the surrounding mountains as well.
After the turn of the century, as his national repu-
tation developed, as he based his landscape paint-
ings in the spirit of the mountains he loved, and as
he came increasingly under the influence of the in-
ternational Symbolist movement, he began to modify
his approach to the concept of landscape painting,
as indicated in his essay, "Nature versus Art," pub-
lished in Scribner's Magazine in 1911. "The oft-re-
peated phrase, 'Paint from Nature: is a good one if
properly understood: Paint from-in the sense of away
from-not by her, lest she has her way with you and
not you with her. My meaning is made clear by quot-
ing from one of our very distinguished artists - 'What
we want is less nature and more art.'''8 As seen in a
painting based upon a traditional North Carolina
barn, Carolina Sunlight, completed around 1915,
this principle of painting "from nature" was often
combined with arelated Daingerfield principle, called
"spiritual vision." This was, in his opinion, one of
the highest functions of art. It also seems to sug-
gest, to some degree, the spiritual principles associ-
ated with the earlier Hudson River school of paint-
ing. "Spiritual vision is a message imparted to a
man of genius who, if he has the technical ability
may pass it on to the observer.... lt is the light of the
spirit, the presence of something which has no ma-
terial or objective expression."9 Much more than a
well-crafted depiction of aNorth Carolina mountain
scene, Carolina Sunlight suggests the spirit of har-
mony possible when man lives and works in accor-
dance with the laws and patterns of the natural world
and reflects Daingerfield's distinctive approach to
painting landscapes of the South.
Elliott Daingerfield, Carolina Sunlight
Daingerfield's spiritual approach to painting as
well as his attempt to express abstract principles and
emotions in his works suggest the developing inter-
est in abstract and non-objective art apparent in the
American art world by this time. For Daingerfield,
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and for his good friend and professional colleague,
Kenyon Cox, both staunch advocates of the academic
tradition, abstraction was viewed as a threat to the
continuation of the classical traditions of art and to
the evolution of Western art history. However,
Daingerfield felt no reluctance to paint his distinc-
tive Symbolist visions of the Grand Canyon, com-
pleted in the years from 1913 to 1916. Though per-
haps abstract in spirit, they remained firmly rooted
in the academic traditions as evident in the incorpo-
ration of forms of the classic allegorical nude in a
landscape environment inspired by his response to
a specific place and time. In a work such as The
Genius of the Canyon, featured in this exhibition, we
see a distinctive approach to the painting of a vi-
sionary American Western landscape, one that was
based, to a significant degree, upon Daingerfield's
skill and experiences developed painting the details
and atmospheric conditions of his beloved Blue Ridge
Mountains.
During these same years, working in a manner
sometimes parallel to Daingerfield's vision of the
Southern mountain landscape, and reflecting the
Tonalist painters' interest in light, mood, and atmo-
sphere, Alexander Drysdale painted landscapes of
the bayous ofthe Deep South. His works were based
upon scenes he encountered in Louisiana, most com-
monly in the bayous of Barataria, Teche, Chef
Menteur and the Black River. Born in Georgia in
1870, educated in New Orleans and later at the Art
Students League in New York, where Daingerfield
had studied, Drysdale was active in New Orleans
from 1903 to 1934, the year of his death. The use of
paint thinned with kerosene, a common element in
his work, contributed to the sense of atmosphere
and enhanced the fluid nature of his compositions.
As evident in works such as Bayou byMoonlight (circa
1911) and Bayou Landscape (1916), Drysdale was
also influenced by George Inness, an artist he de-
scribed as "wonderful in his facility as well as in his
genius."lo
Arelated interest in atmosphere and aresponse
to the beauties of the natural environment of the
South can be seen in the works of several of the
women artists active in this period, including Virginia
Randall McLaws, Ellen Day Hale, and Alice Ravenel
Huger Smith. McLaws, born in Georgia in 1869, was
active as a painter and teacher at Sweet Briar Col-
lege in Virginia from 1908 to 1938. Her Self-Portrait
at Easel, completed around 1910, shows the artist at
work on the Sweet Briar campus in the shade be-
fore what appears to be a residential structure, con-
necting her to a specific location in the South that
was filled with meaning for her and her many stu-
dents. Painted using the techniques of the Impres-
sionists, the work is marked by its subtle color sensi-
bility as well as its skilled mingling of light and
shadow. Ellen Day Hale, part of aprominent Boston
family of artists, authors and statesmen, including
her great aunt, Harriet Beecher Stowe, studied art in
Europe and the United States. She wintered in
Charleston and came to discover the city's charms
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during these early visits. Once established in the
city, Hale became afounding member of the Charles-
ton Etchers Club. Her skills as aprintmaker are clearly
demonstrated in the work Old Pines, North Carolina
(circa 1923). She chose as her subject a natural
wooded environment of the South, and in the lower
middle section of the composition she placed aver-
nacular wooden house form, one that suggests the
harmonious relationship of man to his natural envi-
ronment.
In an indirect yet significant manner, these works
also reflect the increasingly important role played
by women artists active in the South during the early
twentieth century. As teachers, arts administrators,
and founders of art associations and diverse other
art institutions, as well as in diverse other ways,
women played unique and increasingly vital roles in
the development, nurturing, and evolution of the
cultural environment of the South. McLaws, for ex-
ample, served as the Director of Art at Sweet Briar
for thirty years, strongly shaping the school's art cur-
riculum, and also taught courses in art history, paint-
ing, drawing and costume design. Earlier, she taught
in Savannah and in Baltimore." Hale, who was ac-
tive in the founding and advancement of the Charles-
ton Etchers Club, exhibited with this association in
1925, 1927 and 1928.12
With the Impressionists as forerunners, and
strongly influenced by Japanese approaches to the
painting of the landscape and the natural environ-
ment, Alice Ravenel Huger Smith played a seminal
role in the advancement of a unique vision as well
as in advancing the state of the arts in her native
city of Charleston. Born in Charleston in 1876 to a
prominent family, she studied at the Carolina Art
Association in the 1890s. Birge Harrison, an artist
associated with the New York art world and the
Woodstock Art Colony, served as an important men-
tor to her. Of particular significance was her study
of wood-block printing with Helen Hyde, which con-
tributed to her lasting appreciation ofJapanese prints
and printmaking. Like McLaws, she was a painter
and teacher throughout her career, influencing stu-
dents such as Elizabeth O'Neill Verner. She was also
a printmaker, an author and illustrator, as well as a
pioneer in the historic preservation movement in
Charleston. The book she and her father, D. E. H.
Smith, published in 1917, The Dwelling Houses of
Charleston, contributed notably to the birth of the
preservation movement in Charleston. In 1931, the
city of Charleston became the first city in the nation
to enact major historic preservation ordinances. In
1936, another major publication featuring her works,
A Carolina Rice Plantation of the Fifties, with text by
Herbert Ravenel Sass, was released to significant
acclaim.13
An early work such as Lowland Waterway by
Moonlight (1915) presents, in a more descriptive
manner than her later works, a scene in the South
Carolina low country that might be compared to
Drysdale's related subject, the Louisiana bayou coun-
try. Later works such as Bayou Scene reflect her
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mature style as well as her expanded sense of mis-
sion, which included, in a unique way, an interest in
the American Scene and Regionalism, as Bruce
Chambers has suggested: " Inspired by herfamily's
recollections of the past, and particularly by her
father's wide-ranging knowledge of South Carolina
history and wildlife, she set about in diverse ways to
reconstruct an image of South Carolina that was both
positive and poetic." And yet, as Chambers has in-
dicated, her mature style shared the spirit of artists
like Daingerfield and Drysdale, especially as evident
in a work like her Bayou Scene. "Smith's approach
to the use of her medium depended on memory, the
absorbing in her mind of what she had seen, and
the subsequent rendering of its general effects, rather
than its literal appearance. "14 The importance of
memory in her work has also been noted by her most
recent biographer, Martha Severens: "Her method
of 'memory sketches' was one of analyzing and study-
ing the countryside, scrutinizing details and record-
ing them in her mind. This skill may have had its
origins in Oriental art, and was reinforced by Birge
Harrison who told her, 'You should paint something
from memory every day.''' 15
Alfred Hutty, along with Smith, Elizabeth O'Neill
Verner, and Anna Heyward Taylor, was one of the four
central figures in the Charleston Renaissance. He first
came to the city from Woodstock, New York, the site
of an importantAmerican art colony. Upon arriving in
Charleston in 1919, as the often-repeated story goes,
he wired his wife the message, "Come quickly, have
found heaven." Maintaining their summer home at
Woodstock, Hutty and his wife purchased and restored
a home and studio space at 46 Tradd Street, contrib-
uting to the burgeoning preservation movement in
the city of Charleston. Rather than depict the city as a
pristine environment, as did other artists in the city,
Hutty, as Martha Severens has indicated, "took amore
picturesque approach and was more willing to show
the need for preservation."16 This quality in his work
attracted the attention of Duncan Phillips, founder of
the Phillips Collection in Washington, who noted:
"Hutty captures the essence of Charieston....He sal-
vages what he can of the picturesque antiquity which
is passing away."17
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In addition to reflecting the distinctive subjects
he associated with the city of Charleston, Hutty's art
also reflected the evolution of the larger national
interest in the American Scene movement. This was
evident in works such as Pole Boat in the Swamp
and Day's End, both featured in this exhibition, one
using his mastery ofwatercolor, the other demonstrat-
ing his abilities in etching. In Day's End, Hutty de-
picted a pair of figures seated in an ox-drawn cart
returning toward awooden house across an open field.
The massive tree located near the cart, covered with
Spanish moss, and the configuration ofthe land around
the house identifies this as a uniquely low country
environment, the type of landscape Hutty would have
discovered in the region surrounding Charleston. Little
Church atEdisto also incorporates the distinctive land-
scape of the low country, here even more dramati-
cally, surrounding the modest wooden vernacular
church with palmettos and moss-draped trees. Anum-
ber of African-American figures, probably reflecting
the Gullah culture of the Edisto region, populate the
area around the church. Hutty who also portrayed
Charleston's more famous and more elegant historic
churches in his work, including St. Michael's and St.
Phillip's, depicted this modest wooden church with
dignity and anotable sense of presence, reflecting his
appreciation for the diverse range of local cultural and
spiritual experiences.18
Rachel Hartley's Church Meeting, another ac-
complished work depicting a low country church
scene, may be compared in some ways to HUtty's
related composition, Little Church at Edisto. A mod-
est wooden vernacular church fills the center of
Hartley's work, as it did in Hutty's, although the
church dominates the landscape, which is suggested
by the details placed at the edge of the picture plane.
African-American figures approach the inviting door-
way of the church in carts and on foot. Hartley, like
Hutty, possessed a strong appreciation for the cul-
ture and traditions of the low country, including the
coastal islands that preserved the area's unique
Gullah culture. Hartley was raised in an extended
family of artists. Her grandfather was George Inness,
apainter who exerted asignificant influence on sev-
eral artists in this exhibition, and her father was the
sculptor Scott Hartley. As a child, Hartley traveled
regularly on the railroads from Montclair, New Jer-
sey, to Tarpon Springs, Florida, where Inness main-
tained a studio, observing the details of life in the
South with great fascination. Later she established
her own studio in Florida, in Crystal Beach, and also
maintained astudio at Southampton, New York. 19
Rachel Hartley, Church Meeting
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Related works in this exhibition reflect the in-
fluence of the American Scene in the South, and the
impact of Regionalism during the years of the De-
pression. Julius Delbos' Monroe, Ga., focused on the
subject of a barn, is much different in intent than
the painting, completed only about twenty years
earlier, of another Southern barn by Elliott
Daingerfield. Delbos' structure suggests its ties to
the subjects of the American Scene movement, whi Ie
Daingerfield used the barn in amore symbolic sense
as part of a larger natural scene, one devoted to the
fusion of light and natural harmony in a specific
mountain environment. Stephen Alke, a Kentucky
born artist, working for the federally sponsored WPA,
painted Tobacco Setters on aHilltop, the type of scene
that would have been familiar to him from experi-
ences in Kentucky or in other tobacco-growing re-
gions of the South. This work is typical of many gov-
ernment-sponsored projects, which focused on
scenes of labor, industry, and local history, although
easel painting projects were generally not limited
by subject or theme as were the mural and public
art projects.
If Charleston was one source of artistic and ar-
chitectural interest in this period, Savannah was an-
other Southern centerfor art and history.2o TheTelfair
Academy, one of the earliest art schools and muse-
ums in the South, served as a focus for many of the
most important artistic events in the city. Like
Charleston, Savannah was acity rich in architectural
history, and, also like Charleston, its modern urban
and economic development lagged behind more
aggressive urban centers in the South such as At-
lanta, Birmingham, Nashville, and Louisville. Mar-
garet Murphy painted a Savannah urban scene in
about 1935, Perry Lane and Bull Street, Savannah,
Georgia. Margaret Murphy was the daughter of
Savannah artists, Lucile Desbouillons Murphy and
Christopher P. H. Murphy, and the sister of artist Chris-
topher A. D. Murphy. The view featured in this paint-
ing is believed to be from the window of the artist's
home on East Perry Street in Savannah and is char-
acteristic of the type of urban environments that were
popular with artists during the era ofAmerican Scene
painting. Ten years later, Augusta Oelschig, who was
also long active in Savannah art circles, painted Along
the Tracks, Savannah. Oelschig studied art in Savan-
nah with Emma Cheves Wilkins before transferring
to the University of Georgia, where she completed
her undergraduate degree in art working with the
recently arrived Lamar Dodd. When she returned to
Savannah in 1939, she opened an art school and
began to paint works like Along the Tracks, Savan-
nah that demonstrated her interest in the Regional-
ist approach to subject matter, an interest that re-
flected her studies with Lamar Dodd. This painting
depicts a group of African-American children walk-
ing along a set of railroad tracks, surrounded by
humble vernacular house forms. The central area of
the composition is devoted to the railroad tracks
while the weathered architectural forms and signs
of the limited landscape environment are shown to
the sides of the picture plane.21
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These wooden vernacular structures which filled
the landscapes of the Deep South, and which in-
creasingly stood as symbols for the people who in-
habited them and who were often forced off of the
land as the economy of the region changed, served
as an attraction for artists from within and without
the region. Alexander Brook was attracted to Sa-
vannah in this period and moved there with his wife,
the artist Gina Knee, and established a studio and
residence in a cotton warehouse along the Savan-
nah River. Brook, who was well established in the
New York art world and also was connected to the
art colony in Woodstock, New York, served as an
important influence upon a number of Savannah
artists, including Augusta Oelschig.22 The worn and
often abandoned vernacular wooden structures of
the South appealed to Brook, as evident in Church in
South Carolina (1947), which may be compared to
the church forms depicted by Hutty and Hartley. Also
his Study for Twentieth Century Ruin (circa 1940),
created at the time of the expanding war in Europe,
suggests references to the international situation
while also recalling ruins of the nineteenth-century
South and the destruction of the Civil War. At the
same time, a work such as this reflects the broader
American Scene movement and suggests compari-
sons to the melancholic house forms created by his
contemporaries, including Charles Burchfield, Edward
Hopper, and, in the South, Hobson Pittman. In a
composition like Savannah Chickens and Shacks, com-
parable to the subjects in Augusta Oelschig's work,
we see Brook responding directly to the realities of
a shack aesthetic, to the life of the urban and rural
poor in the South. The South was still a region of
extremes, as Benton and others had documented,
including Georgia native Erskine Caldwell, who por-
trayed life in these settings in books such as Tobacco
Road, God's Little Acre and You Have Seen Their Faces.
Will Henry Stevens managed to merge diverse
approaches to the natural environment and the ar-
chitecture of the South into the significant range of
works he created throughout this period. One of
the South's leading modernists, he carried the prin-
ciples of abstraction to a level beyond those accept-
able to Daingerfield and the members of an older
generation of artists, yet also maintained a related
style more suited to theAmerican Scene movement.
Born in Vevay, Indiana, he spent much of his early
career working in the Ohio River Valley, in Cincin-
nati, where he painted and worked at Rookwood
Pottery, and in Louisville, where he painted and
taught art classes for almost ten years. In 1921 he
joined the faculty of the art department of Newcomb
College in New Orleans and remained at this posi-
tion until his retirement in 1948, one year before his
death. By this time he also was active painting and
teaching in the mountains of North Carolina.
Throughout his mature career he maintained an an-
nual pattern of shuttling between these two favored
locations, New Orleans and the mountains of North
Carolina, where he taught and painted, deriving
much of his inspiration from the environments he
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Will Henry Stevens, Church With Mountains, Tennessee
discovered in these two very different parts of the
South.
This exhibition features two representative ex-
amples of his unique approach to the landscape
and environment of the South. Created using his
more naturalistic style, Church with Mountains/ Ten-
nessee, is a view of a rolling mountain landscape
and the vernacular wooden church form, depicted
as an integral part of that environment, almost as
a natural extension of the natural order and the
spirit of the mountains ofTennessee. The later of
the two works, completed during the middle of
the 1930s, as Regionalism reached apoint of promi-
nence in the art world, was quite different. By this
time in his career, Stevens was actively combining
the influences of abstract and non-objective paint-
ing, including Kandinsky's style and aesthetic phi-
losophies, the Chinese approach to the painting of
the natural world, and his own vision of nature to
create unique compositions such as his Cubist
Mountain View. In this work the patterns and
rhythms of the natural world are expanded to cre-
ate amodernist vision of the Blue Ridge Mountains.
It seems notable that an article in the New Orleans
Times-Picayune/ published at the time of his retire-
ment from Newcomb College, commented upon his
relationship to the natural world.
His effort to know and understand nature has
given the pattern to his long productive life. Never com-
pletely happy orsatisfied to live merely among people,
Will Stevens has never missed a chance to walk in or
live in the woods. On weekends while in New Orleans/
his favorite spot was the woods and swamps beyond
the West bank, and free afternoons from teaching were
often spent in wandering on the levee.... 23
In very different ways, with different styles, tech-
niques, and even materials, the artists of this period
commonly responded to aspecific place and"sense
of place," as described by D. H. Lawrence. While the
works in this exhibition were not intended to be a
comprehensive survey of the art of the period, they
do offer intriguing insights into the spirit and inter-
ests of the era and its artists, including those work-
ing in very diverse and unique parts of the South. In
the years after World War II, as art schools and uni-
versity art departments, such as those attended by
William Christenberry at the University of Alabama
or Jasper Johns at the University of South Carolina,
brought the techniques and philosophies of the New
York School to the students of the South, there was
a distinctive shift from the interests and subjects
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associated with the teachers and artists aligned with
the Regionalist movement of the 1930s. While art-
ists trained in the ways of Abstract Expressionism
may not have been encouraged to look directly at
the details and landscapes of their region, especially
in the context of the older schools of landscape paint-
ing, it did not mean that artists such as William
Christenberry could not find ways to respond to the
spirit, the feeling, the power of those specific places
in the South. This is evident in Christenberry's pow-
erful abstract composition Tenant House II. completed
in 1960 in response to the realities and emotions he
associated with a specific tenant house in Hale
County, Alabama, one filled with meaning for his
relatives and for him, and one related as well to the
photographs created byWalker Evans in Hale County
in 1936. Christenberry understood the importance
of the past and in his tenant houses. graveyards, and
related subjects, he would bring the techniques and
William Christenberry. Tenant House /I
philosophies of a new era in the American art world
to an older subject, the environment of the South.
As he once said, "I guess somebody would say that
I am literally obsessed with that landscape where I
am from. I don't really object to that. It is so in-
grained in me. It is who I am. The place makes you
who you are, creates who you are." 24
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FERDINAND GRAHAM WALKER
My Old Kentucky Home
Oil on board, 12 x 18"
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WENDELL BERRY
I went down through the field we still called the Orchard, though only one old apple tree was left, and theninto the Lower Field, across the part of it that had been cut for hay, and then followed the dusty two-track
road around the edge of a field of corn. I saw the groundhog that I planned to shoot as soon as I got old
enough to have a .22 rifle. Grandma always put dinner on the table at eleven-thirty, and so it was still close to
noon. My shadow was almost underfoot, and I amused myself by stepping on its head as I went along. I was
wearing a coarse-woven straw hat that Uncle Andrew had bought for me, calling it "a two-gallon hat, plenty
good for ahalf-pint." The sun shone through holes in the brim in afew places, making little stars in the shadow.
I walked fast, telling myself the story of myself: "The boy is walking across the farm. He is by himself. Nobody
knows where he is going. It is a pretty day."
On the far side of the cornfield I went through a gate into the creek road and then through another gate
into the lane that went up to the Brightleafs' house. There was a row of tall Lombardy poplars that somebody
had planted along the little stream that flowed from the Chatham Spring. When I got into the shadow of the
first poplar I stopped and called, "Oh, Fred!"
Nobody answered. All around it was quiet. I walked the stepping-stones across the stream and went up
to the house, knowing already that nobody was home but not wanting to believe it. Iwent all the way up to the
yard fence and called again. It was a fact. Nobody was there, except for Jess Brightleaf's old bird dog, Fern,
who had a litter of pups under the front porch, and Mrs. Brightleaf's old hens who looked at me from their dust
holes under the snowball bush and did not get up. It was hot and sweaty, the kind of afternoon that makes you
think of water.
Everybody was gone, and for aminute or two Ifelt disappointed and lonesome. But then the quiet changed,
and I ceased to mind. All at once the countryside felt big and easy around me, and I was glad to be alone in it.
I looked at the sugar pear tree, but no pears were ripe yet, and I went on down to the spring. Some of the
Chathams had lived there once and had left their name with the good vein of water that flowed from the
bedrock at the foot of the hill. But the Chathams probably had not called it the Chatham Spring; probably they
had called it after somebody who had been there before - maybe after an Indian, I thought. People named
springs after other people, not themselves.
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The Chatham Spring was cunningly walled and roofed with rock. There was a wooden door that you
opened into a little room, moist and dark, where the vein flowed out of the hill into apool deep enough for the
Brightleafs to dip their buckets in. The water flowed out of the pool under a large foot-worn rock that was the
threshold of the door. The Brightleafs carried all their household water from the spring.
I opened the door. When my eyes had accepted the dimness I could see the water striders' feet dimpling
the surface of the pool and agreen frog on aglistening ledge just above the water. I fastened the door and lay
down outside at the place I liked best to drink, which was just below the threshold stone where the water was
flowing and yet so smooth that it held apiece of the sky in it as still and bright as aset in a ring. The water was
so clear you could look down through the reflection of the sky or your face and see maybe acrawdad. I took my
hat off and drank big swallows, relishing the coldness of the water and the taste it carried up from the deep
rock and the darkness inside the hill. As Idrank, the light lay warm on my back like ahand, and Icould smell the
mint that grew along the stream. When I had drunk alii could hold I put my nose into the water, and then my
whole face.
The Chatham Spring had never been dry, not even in the terrible summers of 1908 and 1930 and 1936.
People spoke of it as "an everlasting spring." There was a line of such springs lying across that part of the
country, and all of them had been cared for a long time and bore the names of families: Chatham and Beechum
and Branch and Bower and Coulter. There were days, I knew, when my grandfather Catlett would ride horse-
back from one to the other, arriving at each one thirsty, to drink, savor, and reflect on the different tastes of the
different waters, those thirsts and quenchings, tastes and differences being signs of something he profoundly
knew. And I, as Idrank and wetted my face, thought of the springs and of him, my mind leaning back out of the
light and into time.
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ALEXANDER JOHN DRYSDALE
Bayou by Moonlight, circa 1911
Oil on board, 181/2 x 24 1/2"
GUY DAVENPORT
What can be seen belongs to everybody. 'Landscape', unlike 'portrait' and 'still life', means both apainting and what it depicts. When the still life/s apple has been eaten and the portrait's subject is
history, a landscape remains. It becomes memory and myth.
If the South had had any landscape painters, it could compare past and present. Where desolate miles of
lakes now stand as deserts of glaring water there used to be quiet rivers over which trees arched. Along these
rivers were meadows, farms, sweet country roads lined with wild plums and blackberries, pine and oak woods
with scuppernong vines.
Where there used to be cotton fields and fields of corn and sugar cane, there now sprawl windowless
German fiberglass factories and Japanese manufacturers of styrofoam. The small towns and medium-sized
towns have rotted from lack of parking space. The shopping mall with shoddier goods than any Main Street
merchant would have dared offer rings all Southern cities.
Residential streets have been widened for more traffic. Ancient trees have come down. The streets
widened right up to the windows of family houses allow eighteen-wheeled trucks to thunder by day and night.
Streets once beautiful with gracious houses are now ten blocks in a row of used-car lots.
Southerners a generation back used to wonder if the oil refineries of New Jersey and the lethal slums of
New York were an attempt to make the earth uglier than Hell itself. Over the past half century the South has
rivaled the North in ugliness, desolation, and noise.
It is idle to think that abrilliant school of landscapists comparable to those of Scandinavia or France might
have stayed our hand in some of our destruction (mountains leveled for coal, cities eaten by a maggotry of
automobiles, roads terrorized by trucks as big as warehouses, farmland drowned under recreational lakes to
keep the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers busy and politicians rich with bribes).
The South was damned from the beginning. The ostentatious mansions on its plantations were ringed
with slave cabins, for constant surveillance. Then Sherman/s armies burnt this feudal society that exported
slave-grown cotton, rice, and indigo to Europe, making it into an unrelieved devastation of poverty, intolerance,
violence, and tragic pride.
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Denmark is restoring its meadows of red clover and wildflowers, guided by nineteenth-century landscape
paintings. The South has no such record of its past. It is a region that had a distinct culture but was never
civilized. It could harbor a Poe, a Faulkner, a Eudora Welty, a Flannery O'Connor, but not a Monet or Ruysdael
or Constable. It has physical landscape - mountains as beautiful as any in the world, primeval swamps, grasslands
with horses, rivers and beaches, but no landscape painters. And where do we put the nextWal-Mart7
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GEORGE DAVID COULON
Swamp Pools
Oils on canvas, each panel 36 x 18"
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JOHN EGERTON
And the land remains, always the land. Institutions rise and fall, people come and go, the weatherconstantly changes, but the land holds on. It is the literal and figurative ground of Southern life, the
bedrock of Southern being. Some unthinking tenants may assault it with blight and pollution - contaminate its
soils, burn its forests, stain its healing waters with refuse, fill the air above it with noxious poisons - but the land
survives. It was here before the ancestors ofTecumseh and Sequoyah arrived, and from every indication, it will
be present still when the human parade has run its course.
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JULIUS DELBOS
Monroe, Georgia
Oil on canvas,2S 1/8 x 30 1/4"
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JAMES BAKER HALL
OLD PLACES
For Wendell Berry
When the sun reaches the flat rock
on which the cat sleeps
the heat dreams her.
It's as though she is
remembering something.
She stands up
and changes
shape. On the margins
of the yard gnats fly out
of the tall brown grass
brushing the light. The cat stretches as she
enters the shadow of a tree, pulling her last leg in
slowly. She crosses the yard as though it were her
condition
to change shape with every move. She moves through
the shadow
of a tree as though it were within her, slowly.
She is the only thing
This is the only world
Each time she moves
it's as though something further is remembered
and brushed away. I'm in Kentucky, early August,
Harrison County. A mile and a half down the road,
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in an old place between two ridges, there's a pond.
The slopes around it are dry, pocked
with the hoofprints of cows. The light
is flat, unrelenting, threatening
to slap, again, anything that moves.
The older a place is
the more ways it has
not to move.
The cows are there, some
in the water, dreaming themselves.
They are black. Already their legs are gone. Even
their tails have stopped moving. The longer they
stand there
the blacker they become. This is only the world.
Sometimes they are not there at all.
It's as though they open all the way
to the end of something and I follow them
until I cannot move
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HERMON ATKINS MACNEIL
Christ Church near Charleston
Oil on canvas, 36 1/2 x 28 3/4"
SALLY MANN
I do consider myself a Southern photographer. I believe my work has that ineffable, Southern quality,
whatever it is. At the very least, there's a kind of humidity to the photographs. But what is it that actually
makes my work Southern? Oh, the obsession with place, with family, with both the personal and the social
past; the susceptibility to myth; the love of this light, which is all our own; and the readiness to experiment with
dosages of romance that would be fatal to most late twentieth-century artists. In that sense, Southern artists
are like certain of our mountain religious folk, who, in their devotions, subject themselves to snake bites that
would kill or disable anyone else. What snake venom is to them, romanticism is to the Southern artist: aterrible
risk, and a ticket to transcendence.
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WILLIAM GILBERT GAUL
Tennessee Agricultural Scene
Oil on canvas, 30 x 40"
BOBBIE ANN MASON
I am aproduct of this ground. This region is called the Jackson Purchase. In 1818,Andrew Jackson signeda deal with Chinubby, king of the Chickasaw Nation, and soon white settlers swarmed in, snatching up
sweeps of prairie. Most of them came from Middle Tennessee, where the Cumberland Settlements had led to
the founding of Nashville. One of the Cumberland pioneers was my great-great-great-grandfather, Samuel
Mason. Several of his ten children headed for the Jackson Purchase, and four of them settled on Panther
Creek, at Clear Springs, from whence all the relatives I have ever known sprang. In 1920, acentury after my
ancestors settled in Clear Springs, my grandparents boldly moved away from there, from the bosom of gen-
erations. The land had been divided up so many times that sons had to leave and find their own land. For
Granddaddy, it was a long journey of eight miles. In 1920, he bought the fifty-three and one-tenth acres by
the highway for five thousand dollars. The house, only six years old, was sturdy and attractive. The land was
cleared and fertile, and it was only amile from town, so trading at the town square or the feed mill would be
an easy journey by buggy or wagon.
At one time, much of the land of the Jackson Purchase was covered with tall grass. The Chickasaws had
apparently burned it periodically to create grassland for buffalo. When my father plowed in the spring, he
turned up arrowheads. The land is not delta-flat, but it's not at all hilly either. It resembles rolling English
farmland, both in the natural lay of the land and in the farming habits the farmers imposed upon it. It has
small fields, and the fencerows are thick with weeds, vines, oaks, wild cherries, sumac, and cedars.
The landscape is still changing. On the highway, not far from our farm, are a tobacco-rehandling outfit,
aJohn Deere business, and achicken hatchery. The little frozen-custard stand, fallen to other uses and then to
ruin, stood there until fairly recently, but the motel disappeared long ago. In its place is a collection of grim
little buildings, including the House of Prayer. With the Purchase Parkway close by, industries have located
near the interchange. My birthplace is now at the hub of industrial growth in the county, and the road in front
of the houses is now abusy connector to highways and factories. When the cars rush by (ignoring the speed
limit of thirty-five) on their way to work, or when ashift lets out, my mother sometimes stands at the kitchen
window and counts them. "That's sixty-eight that have gone by in five minutes," she announces.
The farm now lies entirely within the Mayfield city limits. To the east, the subdivisions are headed our
way. Behind the farm, to the south, we can glimpse an air-compressor factory. Just across the railroad, to the
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west, the four-lane bypass leads around town and to the parkway and to everywhere on the continent. Across
the road, in a thirty-acre cornfield, which is like an extension of our front yard, is the landmark of the town.
I call it the chicken tower. It is the feed mill that processes feed for all the chickens that fuel Seaboard
Farms, whose chicken-processing plant is on the other side of town. Construction workers came in 1989 and
put up the tower in continuous twelve-hour shifts, while my father watched in fascination. The thing rose faster
than hybrid corn shooting up. Achain-link fence girds the field. A deer was caught on the fence almost as soon
as it went up.
The tower is a tall, gray concrete structure, without windows. It's a hundred and fifty-six feet high. If you
see it at dawn, it's hard not to think about aspace-shuttle launch. Adjoining the chicken tower are six cylindri-
cal towers, attached like booster rockets. The architecture is unrelievedly functional. The word "Soviet" comes
to mind. The tower has a framework of pipes crawling over it, and the six cylinders have earned the nickname
"the concrete six-pack." These silos are a hundred and ten feet high. The mill hums, and big trucks come and
go. It's like a huge refrigerator running. The chicken feed smells abit like the mash of awhiskey distillery. The
chicken industry, proliferating throughout the South, extravagantly promises prosperity, and many local farmers
have grabbed the chance to raise chickens for Seaboard. The plant hatches the eggs and makes the feed, and
the farmers raise the chicks in houses built at their own expense. Then low-wage workers cut up and package
"poultry products" when the birds are six weeks old and sporting their first full plumage.
Beyond the chicken tower is the site where the Lyon quintuplets were born in 1896, and beyond that
there's the feed mill where my mother's soybeans go, and beyond that is town. And then there's the wide world
I eventually left home to see.
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ELLIOTT DAINGERFIELD
Carolina Sunlight, circa 1915
Oil on canvas, 24 x 28 1/4"
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ED MCCLANAHAN
WELCOME TO BURDOCK COU NT'(, hails the peeling roadside billboard out at the county line, THE ASPARA-
GUS BED OF THE COMMONWEALTH.
Not that anyone in Burdock County actually grows asparagus in any noteworthy quantity; we're in tobacco
country here, and asparagus makes, at best, an indifferent smoke. It's rather that the noble vegetable is reputed
to insist upon the choice spot in the garden for itself, and civic-minded Burdock Countians like to suppose
they're at least as discriminating as a stalk of asparagus.
At what is purported to be at once the highest point of ground and the exact geographical center of the
county, the Burdock County courthouse, an ash-gray pile of colonnaded, crenellated stucco, bulks exceeding
large, with the village of Needmore, nine hundred citizens strong, abjectly huddled round it, and the wrinkled
hills and dales of Burdock County tumbling off to the four horizons like avast unmade bed. Until recently, the
predominant color in this great rumpled patchwork vista would have been green - the bosky verdure of woods
and thickets, the paler shades of meadows and cornfields and tobacco patches - but the harvest season's over
now, and the first frost has come and gone; and on this day - a certain fine late October Sunday afternoon in
1941 - the orange and dun and russet hues of autumn are in the ascendancy.
Atop the courthouse, that imposing eyesore, is situated yet another imposing eyesore: a bulbous, beehive-
shaped cupola with four clock faces the size of mill wheels, each asserting with all the authority of its hugeness
four entirely different times of day. Two sides of the clock have, in fact, long since concluded that being right
twice aday is better than never being right at all and have taken their stands at, respectively, 9:14 and 7:26. The
remaining pair toil on, not in tandem but quite independently, one gaining several seconds every hour, the other
just as resolutely losing them. There is, moreover, a bell in the clock tower that has atimetable all its own and
is liable to toll midnight at three in the morning and noon at suppertime. The dedicated public servants in the
courthouse learned long ago to ignore altogether the two broken clocks and the bell and to come to work by
the slow clock and knock off by the fast one. They regard their singular timepiece as a labor-saving device and
treasure it accordingly.
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MARGARET A. MURPHY
Perry Lane and Bull Street, Savannah, Georgia, circa 1935
Oil on canvas,32 x 25"
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ROBERT MORGAN
Landscape of the Blue Ridge
The Blue Ridge Mountains go on repeating themselves to the horizon, but every ridge is different, onechurned up, one tumbled down, one stretching out into timeless repose. Some mountains have a prickly
intimacy, and others the spirituality of remoteness.
The mountains repeat themselves in versions of mountain time and timelessness. When I think of the
mountains I think not only of the ridges themselves, but of the haze that hangs over the peaks so much of the
year. I think of Cherokee time, and the smoke of Cherokee campfires. The mountains are haunted as with a
smoke of incense that rises to blend into the sky.
Each mountain has its own rhythm, and moves in the ongoing cadence of orogeny, the long sentence that
unfolds over the coves and forbidden thickets, the blaze of flame azaleas.
For me the Blue Ridge is a landscape of mind and memory, and most of all a landscape of language. My
mountains are islands and atolls in the streaming ocean of contemporary life. They rise above trailer parks,
expressways, condos, lakes, and shopping malls. The music of the landcape is now as much the music of traffic
as the notes of ducimer and alto voice.
Ihave been described as asouthern Appalachian writer, and though Iam proud to be associated with the Blue
Ridge region, the real focus of much of my poetry and fiction has been on one particular place, not even acounty,
just acommunity, part of the Green River valley ofWestern North Carolina. And really not even awhole commu-
nity, but about asquare mile of land on the banks of Green River bought by my great-great-grandfather in 1840.
My connection with this piece of earth where I lived the first sixteen years of my life is so intense that in away
I have never left it. As achild I ran in its pastures, fished in its streams, explored its thickets and gullies, sweated in
its fields, climbed the trees and ridges, gathered its chinquapins and blackberries. I was terrified by rattlesnakes
and black widow spiders, by flash floods and lightning storms. In the almost forty years since I left, I have
continued to live there in the imagination, in the geography and landscape of language, the geometry of poetry.
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WILL HENRY STEVENS
Cubist Mountain View, circa 1935
Mixed media 011 paper, 20 3/4 x 19 1/4"
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GURNEY NORMAN
Storied Ground
When Iwas akid in the 1940s and early 1950s my older brother and younger sister and I lived much ofthe time on a farm with our maternal grandparents in Lee County, Virginia, near the small railroad
town of Pennington Gap. From time to time we also lived with our father's parents in acoal camp called Allais,
near Hazard in Perry County, Kentucky. As a crow might fly, it's only about twenty air miles from Pennington
Gap to Hazard. But on the narrow, winding, two-lane mountain roads that linked the two towns in those days,
the driving distance was closer to ninety miles. Those roads crossed some of the most rugged and beautiful
mountain country in the Appalachian coal fields, and some of the most storied ground in all of North America.
We kids lived with our grandparents because our parents had become casualties of life at early ages. At
the height ofWorld War Two, in 1944, when I was seven, my mother was committed to astate mental hospital
a few months after my father was drafted into the U.S. Army. By 1948 he himself was a patient at aVeteran's
Hospital suffering from diabetes and related illnesses. In the absence of our parents, my sister and brother
came to regard our two sets of grandparents' houses as our two homes.
This was not a simple or easily-managed arrangement. We were only eight and seven and five years old
but all three of us children knew that between the parents of our parents, no love was lost. Each side tended
to blame the other for what they perceived to be the ruination of our parents and our little nuclear family. We
didn't understand the family politics in which we kids sometimes seemed like pawns, but the furious in-law
arguments and disputes were on full display before our widely opened eyes. To be sure, we were much loved
and doted upon by each set of relatives, very well-cared for in every respect. All these years later I remain filled
with vast love for each and every one of my family members on each side. Most of them are buried in
Appalachian ground and Ivisit their graves as often as I can. But it remains true that we children were allowed
to see and hear adult behavior and talk that we had best been shielded from.
One time in 1942 when Iwas five my mother and Iwere riding in her mother-in-Iaw's car on the stretch of
road between Allais and downtown Hazard. After a mile or so of short-tempered nagging, suddenly my
grandmother stopped the car by the roadside and ordered my mother to get out. This sudden, almost violent
escalation stunned my mother. She and my father owned no car. When they didn't walk or ride buses or taxis
they depended on my grandmother to take them places. Now my mother was being set out on the road by her
mother-in-law. I can never forget looking out the rear window of my grandmother's Buick at my mother
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standing alone beside the road, watching us drive away. The picture of her in that moment on that single,
certain point on the landscape is indelibly printed in my memory and my feelings. Half a century later, every
time I drive past this spot of ground, I still see my mother standing there and feel the emotions of that day all
over again.
The story of that experience is inscribed upon the land.
Ten years later, the summer of 1952, my father got a furlough from the Veteran's Hospital and came to
Pennington Gap to visit my sister and me at our grandmother's house in Virginia. My mother was still in the
mental hospital but Grandma was hospitable to her son-in-law. As the years had gone by and we kids had
grown older by a decade, the old furor of the in-fighting among the relatives had eased. Grandma even
brought out her last ham from the smokehouse to serve to my dad, and otherwise treated him well.
The morning my dad left to return to the hospital I walked with him down the hill to catch the bus. It was
painful for him to walk more than a few yards at a time because his ankles were grossly swollen from the
insulin injections he took for his diabetes at the hospital, so we left the house with plenty of time to spare. I
offered to carry the cardboard box my dad used as a suitcase but he insisted on carrying it himself. Even
walking slowly we got to the highway early. The usual place to wait for the bus was by the mailbox which my
grandfather had mounted on a locust post beside the road some years before. But my dad's feet were hurting
badly by this time so we looked around for a place to rest. A few yards behind us a narrow wooden bridge
stood across Cane Creek which flowed sluggishly through a small weed-filled bottom sprinkled with willow
trees. Carefully my father propped his cardboard box against the locust post, then walked with me to the
bridge where we leaned against its railing in the shade of a willow tree.
My father and I had talked pretty relentlessly during his visit so in our interlude on the bridge neither of us
felt a need to say much more. We looked down at the water and across the pleasant valley formed by Cane
Creek. After awhile my father began to talk about his vision to someday gather our scattered family together
again and build a house somewhere in the mountains, perhaps over near Hazard, or there in the Powell Valley,
in Lee County. He had mentioned the idea in some of his letters but I had never paid much attention to it. But
hearing him describe it in conversation was different and I listened as if hearing it for the first time. He said he'd
be getting out of the hospital before long, and that my brother and sister and I were old enough now to help
him make a nice home for our mother. I didn't need to believe in his vision to appreciate hearing him speak it
so earnestly. I had never felt closer to my father than in those few minutes on the little bridge over Cane Creek.
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When the bus finally came into view we started walking back toward the mailbox. My dad walked so
slowly he waved me on ahead to flag the bus down. When the bus stopped and the door opened, my father
hurried along the best he could while I retrieved his box to have it ready. Puffing from exertion, my father took
the box with one hand and with the other squeezed my shoulder before pulling me to him in aone-armed hug.
Then we shook hands. The driver waited until my father had found a seat before closing the door and easing
the bus back onto the road.
My father died in the VA Hospital six months later so that was the last time Iever saw him alive. Nearly fifty
years later, the bridge over Cane Creek still stands, as well as the place, the space, by the road where he boarded
the bus. To this day I can't drive through that little valley without stopping to stand awhile and think about my
dad and all the times when I was achild recording such scenes and feelings. When Ivisit Cane Creek, or any of
the hundreds of other places in the mountains where I have similar attachments, I always come away re-
freshed. The visits are rituals I conduct for myself by which I revive memories and stories that are precious to
me, and through which I remind myself that I am still a feeling creature, capable of love.
By the middle-1950s the new medicines had allowed my mother to leave the hospital and resume amore-
or-less normal life, albeit in sheltered environments at her mother's home, and later with my sister and her
family. In spite of years of shock treatments and confinement my mother had a remarkable capacity to recall
the minute details of experience from decades before. In the last years of her life I used to take her on long
drives through the mountains of Eastern Kentucky and Southwestern Virginia to visit places that she felt at-
tached to from her early life there. Our road-trips together were the best story-telling situations I have ever
been part of, which is saying something because Ihave lived much of my life among the great storytellers of our
times. Often as we drove past totally empty places along the roadside my mother would point and then tell me
about the building that used to stand there and the people who had lived there or perhaps worked there in
some long-defunct country store or filling station. After a few years of driving the old familiar routes we
reached the point where I had heard most of the stories before. But it didn't matter. Stories are meant to be
told and retold, again and again, not just by the original tellers but by others in afamily or community who have
recognized them as living treasures to be cared for and handed on.
One of the stories my mother told most often was about the first time she ever laid eyes on my father. It
was the fall of 1928 on the campus of Lincoln Memorial University, a small college at Harrogate, Tennessee,
only a mile from the famous Cumberland Gap through which the pioneers traveled enroute to Kentucky.
Cumberland Gap is a majestic feature on the landscape at the western end of Powell Valley forty miles west of
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Pennington Gap, so any time we found ourselves that close we always drove on to Harrogate to spend a few
minutes on the LMU campus. We would only stay fifteen or twenty minutes, long enough for her to show me
again the places on the campus grounds that still held power for her. She always showed me the dorm she had
lived in, and the athletic fields where she had run the low-hurdles. And always she showed me where she had
stood the first time she saw my father, a tall, darkhaired young man ambling across a lawn that sloped down
toward her dorm.
Someone introduced them that same day and it wasn't long at all before they went on aSunday afternoon
hike to the Gap together. After spending an afternoon scrambling along the trails that wound up the steep
hillsides, they returned to the base of the mountain, to the small town named after the famous pass through
the towering mountain above: Cumberland Gap. Not far from the railroad depot in the town was the southern
entrance to a tunnel that ran beneath mighty Cumberland Mountain to connect the Powell River Valley of
Virginia and Tennessee on the south side of the mountain with the headwaters of the Cumberland River of
Kentucky on the north side. My parents, both eighteen-year old college freshmen, walked all the way through
the tunnel and back again before returning to campus.
You all didn't stop and have a little kiss in there, did you? I teased my mother the first time she told me this
story. She looked at me grinning and said, yes.
Sometimes after one of our brief visits to the LMU campus I would drive us down the hill to Cumberland
Gap town and park by the old railroad depot a hundred yards or so from the very same tunnel entrance my
parents had walked through. The stonework that formed the arch was itself satisfying to look at, an enduring
monument to the unknown workers whose hands had laid those stones. The dark portal itself seemed like the
entry point to arealm of mysterious dimensions. My mother was content to sit in the car with the motor turned
off and just look at the entrance but my urge to go inside the tunnel, to have my own relationship to it, was
strong and in time I started making my own solitary pilgrimages to Cumberland Gap's railroad tunnel. When I
walked into the tunnel alone the first time the dark and the quiet appealed to me immensely. It feld deeply
natural to me to be alone in adark, moist world inside the earth. My father and grandfather and several uncles
had all worked in the mines at one time or another so I'd been in coal mines many times. The cool air, the slate-
smell of cold wet stone, the lingering odor of old coal smoke from the days of the steam-engines were familiar
sensations. I carried a flashlight but didn't use it until, in the middle of the tunnel, I decided I wanted to get a
look at the rivulet of water flowing beside the tracks. All the way in from the entrance I'd heard water trickling
but it seemed to make adifferent sound at that mid-point in the tunnel and Iwanted to see why that might be.
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At first Icouldn't believe my eyes but then there was no mistaking: from alittle pool of swirling water no bigger
than my two cupped hands, two rivulets flowed in opposite directions! I shined my light on the water that ran
back the way I had come. Then I shined it on the other stream bubbling toward the far end of the tunnel.
Separate streams from a single source. Neither stream was more than three inches wide, but for a moment I
felt as if the very Mississippi had somehow divided, as if the laws of nature had been repealed.
But after sitting and thinking in the dark for awhile the world no longer seemed divided. The certainty of
nature and her processes settled around me again like adark cloak. I knew that outside in the world of sunlight
and moon and starry skies, rain falls on Cumberland Mountain. Then it evaporates, soaks in or runs off either
flank, south and north, obeying gravity. Deep underground, the water must also follow gravity. Far below the
dividing ridge of Cumberland Mountain the water table divides, draining into separate watersheds, south and
north, just as it has drained since the mountains themselves were formed untold millions of years ago.
As I sat there in the dark, listening to the water, I feld awed by it, awed by the mountain and its dark
passageway, awed by time, by space, awed by the fact that my parents, young students on their first date, had
once upon a time passed through the very underground space I now occupied. They were part of the human
history of that mountain and now so was I. Perhaps here where the waters divided was where they had paused
for their kiss. It pleased me very much to think so. It filled me with joy to be that close to my mother and father
in that dark place, that kiva. In an uncanny way I feld that I had been there with them when they kissed, and
that they were there with me now.
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GEORGE D. LEE
Kentucky Landscape, near Louisville
Oil on board, 12 x 10 1/2"
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CHRIS OFFUTT
I n eastern Kentucky today it is not uncommon to see a low-rider pickup truck with blacked-out windows,and rap music roaring from its windows. The driver wears abaseball cap backwards on his head. His body
is marked by tattoos and multiple piercings. You might wonder if the driver is betraying his culture.
Kentuckians are the land - whether the taciturn people living so far in the woods they have to go toward
town to hunt, or the quick moving apartment dwellers in cities. The image on our state flag reflects the dual
nature of Kentucky's landscape - apioneer wearing buckskins shakes hands with a man wearing afancy suit.
They are the land and the land is us.
Let's suppose eastern Kentucky is under assault. What if Wal-Mart has ruined Morehead by destroying
small businesses? What if BP franchises have attacked family service stations? What if cemeteries are being
dug up in Rowan County to make room for wider roads to reach malls? What if the town of Cogswell is buried
beneath Cave Run Lake? What if my hometown of Haldeman is wiped off the map by the changing of its
zipcode, and the closing of grade school, post office, and store?
Suppose that this scenario is occurring throughout the mountains. And suppose the young man driving
that pickup is from one of those hillside towns.
He is not to be criticized for betrayal. Quite the contrary - that driver is to be commended. He may be
young and powerless, but he knows that what is happening to the mountains is wrong. When the land is
attacked, the people reflect its pain, and that driver's land is acommercial battlefield. He's not atraitor, he's one
of the bleeding wounds. He is our future.
He is the land.
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FRANK E. LLOYD
Playing Marbles
Oil on board, 17 3/4 x 24"
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ESTILL CURTIS PENNINGTON
The View from the Ridge
Long before air conditioning lured Southerners in from the front porch, or shopping malls beckoned thecitizens of small Southern towns to leave their main streets for constantly temperate interior walks, there
was a Southern landscape. Of course there is not one Southern landscape any more than there is one South.
There is the Appalachian mountain spine that routes the hiker down from the valleys of Virginia into the
foothills of Alabama. There are the bayous and coastal wetlands which swamp the shores of Georgia, Florida,
and Louisiana. And then there are the gently rolling pastures and green fields of Kentucky, Tennessee, the black
belt ofAlabama and the Delta of Mississippi. All of these have been represented by painters in the South, some
native, some itinerant, and none likely possessed with socio-cultural agendas dripping idly from their brushes
en plein air.
These days it is as hard to speak of the South, and Southern culture, as ever. Eternally it is a place of
extremes, a place whose literature conjures up the grotesque, whose religion exhales a pentecostal fire of
judgment, whose politics ignores the essential libertarianism of the deisticVirginians, and whose culture lingers
outside Elvis's toilet door, waiting for him to emerge and leave the building.
But ideas about the South endure. And why not? The South is the other, it is the landscape of reality and
sentiment which lies outside prevailing American notions of self, of entity, of patrios, of place. The South has not
had the safety valve ofWestern expansion, of pushing ever onward. It is a place where the same terrain, if you
will, has been worked and worked, rather like a tired old farm in middle Tennessee neither relinquished nor
enjoyed, to paraphrase Mr. Faulkner of Oxford.
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The landscape paintings which emerge from this setting are not romantic evocations of progress's inevi-
table triumph over nature. Quite the reverse. In the swamp paintings of the deep South we see a mysterious
realm which will forever defy cultivation, one which stinks and rots and entices by its very remoteness. In the
Appalachian and lowland paintings of the upper South we see wind stirring gently through the diaphanous
needles of scrub pine, dwelling on aplace which is and is to be, not a place which will conform to the demands
of parking lots and Saturn factories and cluster mansion developments. Not quite yet.
And so as you look at these pictures let your mind wander as it wanders. The foolish old imp who sang that
call in a high clarion falsetto was right to set our feet on a different path, to direct our eyes towards a more
eternal landscape. For even as we draw closer on the world wide web, the world itself continues to stun,
amaze, and defy. That the Southern landscape, in all its diversity, should lead us out the back door is a pleasant
enough thought. For it is there that we can see the weeds encroaching the croplands, the imperfectable other,
the timeless trap that Gaia set to remind us that we are but visitors on a land which rolls ever on.
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STEPHEN ALKE
Tobacco Setters on a Hilltop, circa 1938
Oil on canvas, 231/4 x 291/8"
SARAH TATE
When Iconsider the Southern landscape, three thoughts come to mind
1. But it is the worked land
I grew up in Virginia, in the flat land not near but not far from the ocean. I never remember thinking
about the landscape. What I remember was looking out the backseat window at countless grey columns as
we drove alongside another piney woods. We didn't have vistas where I come from.
They put me on the C&O train every summer and sent me to Kentucky to visit. The train was somewhere
in the hills near Ashland by daybreak and I stayed awake every year so I could watch Kentucky begin to stir.
Farmers would be coming along the path from the outhouse in first light and I studied the pictures their
farmsteads made composed there against the near hill and Iwould wonder what these silhouettes would be
doing after breakfast.
I am but marginally interested in the fussed over landscapes of the Central Bluegrass. I do find wilder-
ness areas delicious to smell and aesthetically satisfying, but it is the worked land which supports a single
family with varying degrees of difficulty or ease that I find most arresting, that comes to mind when I think
about 'landscape'. Fence rows gone to honeysuckle but still working, great breasts and buttocks of dried
winter grass folding down to an iridescent green thatch of winter rye tagging last year's tobacco patch: the
beauty takes my breath. But there is more. Anyone of these visions carries asubliminal sense of how some
human is going to touch that piece of land this year.
2. After a while you come to know
It is probably rhythm that first impresses us, that first thing to make us feel at home, there in our Mother's
womb, where her rest at night and moving about in day constructs for us our first awareness of things
happening that we could count on happening again. Isuppose that is the birth of memory and the beginning
of anticipation. Or of past and future.
I cannot think of landscape without thinking of rhythm. This week has been poised on the edge of the
redbuds blooming and every day as I drive up out of the country I watch for that pink ether to waft up from
the familiar groves and the vision is colored even stronger by the memory of last year's bloom and especially
the year before when it was stronger and longer than any of us could remember.
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Perhaps you must stay in one place for many seasons to take comfort in these rhythms, not to be fright-
ened by the changes in timbre and tone from one season to the other, to relax into knowing that this year's
drought will not color the picture brown forever. After awhile you come to know that the memory of the green
will circle all the way around and come at you from the front once more. You come to know that the patch of
winter rye will erupt again into big leafed tobaccos and then you don't know whether it is memory or anticipa-
tion, the picture in your mind of the barn full as apregnant mother with those beautiful big leaves upside down
and golden, hanging in the October sun.
3. Until you are beyond sated
It is hard to imagine a more voluptuous landscape than Kentucky's. It is all Rubens and Rousseau and
anyone else who assaults your senses with just one more pleasure until you are beyond sated. It was ahappy
twist of fate that those people who left the old countries to settle here were, by and large, simple people whose
energies were spent on getting by and making do. They weren't people who had the leisure to curry and comb
their land or to fuss over bric-a-brac under the eaves. Their approach to setting their building on this landscape
was straightforward and uncomplicated: squares, triangles, rectangles made with materials no heavier than a
man and his neighbor could lift.
And we are the beneficiaries of these happy economies: these bold forms set against the sky up on aridge
or notched into the side of the hill with a backdrop of pasture grass curving up and away. Simple geometries
sprinkled over this rococo landscape: perfect equipoise.
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STEPHEN ALKE American, 1874-1941
Tobacco Setters on aHilltop, circa 1938
Oil on canvas, 23 1/4 x 29 1/8"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1991.001
ALEXANDER BROOK American, 1898-1980
Church in South Carolina, 1947
Oil on canvas, 18 x 26"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0724
Savannah Chickens and Shacks
Oil on canvas, 12 x 26"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.021
WILLIE M. CHAMBERS American, circa 1850s-1919
Uncle Hamp and His Cart, Montezuma, Georgia
Oil on canvas, 24 x 36"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.01.028
GEORGE DAVID COULON American, 1822-1904
Swamp Pools
Oils on canvas, each panel 36 x 18"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.07.278,
1989.07.277
ELLIOTT DAINGERFIELD American, 1859-1932
Carolina Sunlight, circa 1915
Oil on canvas, 24 x 28 1/4"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.045
The Genius of the Canyon, 1913
Oi I on canvas, 36 x 48 1/2"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.039
Mysterious Night, 1895
Watercolor on board, 30 1/2 x 21 1/2"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.043
JULIUS DELBOS American, 1879-1970
Monroe, Georgia
Oil on canvas, 251/8 x 301/4"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0310
ALEXANDER JOHN DRYSDALE American, 1870-1934
Bayou by Moonlight, circa 1911
Oil on board, 18 1/2 x 24 1/2"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1990.114
Bayou Landscape, 1916
Oil on board, 20 1/4 x 301/4"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0352
WILLIAM GILBERT GAUL American, 1855-1919
Tennessee Agricultural Scene
Oil on canvas, 30 x 40"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1997.013
ELLEN DAY HALE American, 1855-1940
Old Pines, North Carolina, circa 1923
Etching on paper, 6 7/8 x 4 7/8"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.069
RACHEL V. HARTLEY American, 1884-1963
Church Meeting, 1933
Oil on canvas, 25 x 30"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.072
GEORGE F. HIGGINS American, active 1859-1884
Florida Cabin Scene, circa 1870s
Oil on canvas, 12 x 18"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.079
Florida Landscape, circa 1875
Oil on board, 9 x 171/4"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1990.117
Palm Grove, Florida, circa 1875
Oil on board, 13 1/2 x 19 1/2"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1990.118
ALFRED HEBER HUTTY American, 1877-1954
Day's End
Drypoint on paper, 7 7/8 x 10 7/8"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0565
Little Church at Edisto
Drypoint on paper, 7 x 9"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0562
GEORGE D. LEE American, 1859-1939
Kentucky Landscape, near Louisville
Oil on board, 12 x 10 1/2"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.04.252
FRANK E. LLOYD American, 7-1945
Playing Marbles
Oil on board, 17 3/4 x 24"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.106
HERMON ATKINS MACNEIL American, 1866-1947
Christ Church near Charleston
Oil on canvas, 36 1/2 x 28 3/4"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.107
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FRED MCCALL American, 20th century
Autumn Cotton Harvest
Oil on canvasboard, 16 1/4 x 28 1/8"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0479
VIRGINIA RANDALL MCLAWS American, 1869-1967
Self-Portrait at Easel, circa 1910
Oil on canvas, 16 x 20 1/4"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0028
MARGARET A. MURPHY American, 1908-1991
Perry Lane and Bull Street, Savannah, Georgia, circa 1935
Oil on canvas, 32 x 25"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.132
AUGUSTA OELSCHIG American, born 1918
Along the Tracks, Savannah, circa 1945
Oil on board, 15 1/8 x 371/8"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.148
THOMAS ADDISON RICHARDS American, 1820-1900
Late Afternoon
Oil on canvas, 14 x 23"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0733
HARRY ROSELAND American, 1868-1950
The Co'tin, 1898
Oil on canvas, 20 x 30"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.166
FRANK SHAPLEIGH American, 1842-1906
In Charlotte Street - St. Augustine, Florida, 1887
Oil on canvas, 10 x 15 7/8"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.175
ALICE RAVENEL HUGER SMITH American, 1876-1958
Bayou Scene
Watercolor on Whatman board, 21 1/2 x 163/4"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.188
Lowland Waterway by Moonlight, 1915
Watercolor on paper, 26 1/2 x 18"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C8004
WILL HENRY STEVENS American, 1881-1949
Church with Mountains, Tennessee
Pastel on paper, 15 x 17 7/8"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C1338
Cubist Mountain View, circa 1935
Mixed media on paper, 20 3/4 x 19 1/4"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0244
FERDINAND GRAHAM WALKER American, 1859-1927
My Old Kentucky Home
Oil on board, 12 x 18"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.01.215
WILLIAM AIKEN WALKER American, 1838-1921
The Road to Rosalie
Oilonboard,101/4x18"
Morris Museum ofArt, Augusta, Georgia. 1989.03.240
FREDERICK THEODORE WEBER American, 1883-1956
Landscape - Birches by a Stream
Watercolor on paper, 17 x 10"
Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia. 1993.C0150
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Willard Leroy Metcalf, Giverny
The University of Kentucky Art Museum pre-
serves a notable collection of European and Ameri-
can landscapes ofthe nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies. The nineteenth-century British landscape
masters established the importance ofworking from
nature. Scenes of inhabited, domesticated land-
scapes by John Constable reconcile what he ob-
served, such as shifting effects of light or changing
weather conditions, with what the artist knew of
existing traditions in landscape painting. Subsequent
artists, such as the sporting artist H. Herring, Jr. and
James Meadows, combined a sharp eye for natural
detail and for the tone of English sunlight in their
picturesque rural scenes.
By the end of the nineteenth century, Impres-
sionism - the" new" French painting - had a deci-
sive impact on the landscape tradition. Increasingly,
artists were inspired to search for a deeper, more
intense way of looking at nature and to appreciate
the subtleties of light, atmosphere, and color evi-
dent in even the most ordinary or familiar of land-
scapes. Academic artists"modernized" their impec-
cable draftsmanship with an impressionistic appli-
cation of vibrant paint and loose brushwork, as is
evident in work by Julien Dupre. American Impres-
sionists, such as Willard Metcalf, Childe Hassam, even
the Kentucky painter Paul Sawyier, investigated the
properties of light and their works emphasize atmo-
spheric ambiance over topographical description.
After the turn of the century, many artists, such as
Gustave Loiseau, continued to paint directly from
nature in the tradition of Monet. Other artists pre-
ferred more subjective interpretations of reality - the
Post-impressionist painter Maurice Denis favored
deep colors and simplified, decorative designs for
his dreamy, stylized landscapes.
Milton Avery, Green Sea
As the twentieth century progressed, the art
world was transformed by the innovative force of
modernism - the structure of Cubism, the vivid color
of Fauvism, the visual analysis of Futurism, the emo-
tional intensity of German Expressionism - and these
Town And Country
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were quickly grafted onto landscape subjects. The
German painter Karl Schmidt-Rottluff aimed to ex-
press authentic, impassioned feeling through a
primitivizing aesthetic that favored simplified forms
and bold color. American artists, such as Abraham
Walkowitz and John Marin, were willing to distort
reality for expressive purposes as their style moved
increasingly toward abstraction. Milton Avery's work
embodies the vigor of American modernism in bal-
ancing his inclination toward abstraction with his
devotion to working from nature.
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MILTON AVERY American, 1893-1965
Dune Bushes, 1958
Watercolor on paper, 18 x 24"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of George and Susan Proskauer. 1992.17.2
Firs and Pale Field, 1943
Watercolor on paper, 22 3/4 x 30 7/8"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of George and Susan Proskauer. 1992.17.1
Green Sea, 1958
Oil on canvas, 18 x 24"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of George and Susan Proskauer. 1992.17.4
JOHN CONSTABLE British, 1776-1837
Belfrey and Church at East Bergho/f, circa 1810-15
Watercolor and graphite on paper, 4 5/16 x 7 1/8"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Gift of Mrs. John P. Wyatt in memory of her husband and
son. 1983.3
MAURICE C. DENIS French, 1870-1943
Landscape, circa 1891
Oil on canvas, 13 114 x 16 5/16"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Purchase: The Herman Lee and Nell Stuart Donovan Me-
morial Endowment. 1977.45
JULIEN DUPRE French, 1851-1910
In the Pasture, 1883
Oil on canvas, 54 x 79"
University of Kentucky.
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Knight
to the Carnahan House. L1987.2.1
EMIL FURST American, 20th century
Off the Coast of Scotland
Oil on canvas, 16 x 32"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Gift of Mattie Schmidt Bowyer in memory of her hus-
band, Charles Henry Bowyer. 1946.1.8
FREDERICK CHILDE HASSAM American, 1859-1935
Untitled (Street Corner with Carriage and Crowd), 1888
Oil on panel (cigar box cover), 7 5/8 x 4 3/4"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Purchase: The Herman Lee and Nell Stuart Donovan
Memorial Endowment and the University of Kentucky
Annual Giving Fund. 1979.28
JOHN FREDERICK HERRING, JR. British, 1820-1907
Black Beauty
Oil on canvas, 28 114 x 36 1/4"
University of Kentucky.
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Knight to the Carnahan
House. L1987.2.2
ALPHONSE LEGROS British, born in France, 1837-1911
The Farm by the River, 1900-05
Ink, wash and graphite on paper, 14 x 20 1/16"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of Gertrude E. Straus through Mrs. Richard
Griffith. 1981.1
WILLIAM H. L1PPINCOn American, 1849-1920
Barnyard
Oil on panel, 167/16 x 85/8"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Gift of Louis Mitler in memory of Virginia S. Brinkerhoff.
1981.9
GUSTAVE LOISEAU French, 1865-1935
Falaises aFecamp (The Cliffs at Fecamp), 1921
Oil on canvas, 21 1/4 x 255/8"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Purchase: The University of Kentucky Annual Giving Fund,
Museum Purchase Fund, and funds given in memory of
Curtis Harrison. 1981.6
JOHN MARIN American, 1870-1953
Looking Outward, 1921
Watercolor on paper, 14 x 17"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of George and Susan Proskauer. 1992.17.27
ANTON MAUVE Dutch, 1838-1888
Landscape with Shepherd(ess?), circa 1887
Watercolor and gouache on paper, 5 718 x 8 1/2"
Private Collection, Lexington
JAM ES EDWIN MEADOWS British, 1828-1888
Summer Afternoon, 1860
Oil on canvas, 36 114 x 60 9/16"
University of Kentucky.
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Knight to the Carnahan
House. L1987.2.4
WILLARD LEROY METCALF American, 1858-1925
By the Sea (Manchester, Massachusetts), circa 1877
Oil on canvas, 9 3/4 x 15 1/4"
Private Collection, San Francisco
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Giverny, 1887
Oil on canvas, 26 x 321/8"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of Addison M. Metcalf. 1984.19.10
Morning in Late Winter, circa 1924
Oil on canvas, 21 x 25"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of Addison M. Metcalf. 1984.19.8
Ridge and Hayfield, circa 1900
Oil on canvas, 15 1/4 x 20 1/8"
Private Collection, San Francisco
EDWARD WILLIS REDFIELD American, 1869-1965
Bucks County Winter, 1898
Oil on canvas, 24 1/2 x 29 1/2"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Gift of Mattie Schmidt Bowyer in memory of her
husband, Charles Henry Bowyer. 1946.1.12
PAUL SAWYIER American, 1865-1917
Elkhorn Creek
Watercolor on paper, 10 1/16 x 14 5/16"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of John William Pruett, Jr.:The John William Pruett,
Jr. Collection. 1993.9.18
Houseboat and Launch
Watercolor on paper, 14 x 20 13/16"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of John William Pruett, Jr.:The John William Pruett,
Jr. Collection. 1993.9.5
Jamaica Bay (A Summer Sketch), circa 1916
Oil on panel, 9 x 12"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Gift of Mattie Schmidt Bowyer in memory of her hus-
band Charles Henry Bowyer. 1946.1 .17
Louisville Hill in Summer
Watercolor on paper, 9 13/16 x 13 3/4"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of John William Pruett, Jr.:The John William Pruett,
Jr. Collection. 1993.9.7
North End Singing Bridge
Watercolor on paper, 13 7/8 x 9 15/16"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of John William Pruett, Jr.:The John William Pruett,
Jr. Collection. 1993.9.4
Methodist Church
Watercolor on paper, 4 15/16 x 6 13/16"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of JohnWilliam Pruett, Jr.:The JohnWiliiam Pruett,
Jr. Collection. 1993.9.17
Tanglewood
Watercolor on paper, 11 3/4 x 18 3/4"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of John William Pruett, Jr.:The John William Pruett,
Jr. Collection. 1993.9.10
KARL SCHMIDT-ROTILUFF German, 1884-1976
Afternoon Sun, 1959
Watercolor on paper, 19 3/4 x 27 3/16"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Bequest of George and Susan Proskauer. 1992.17.44
UNKNOWN British (7) / American (7), 19th century
Landscape with Stream
Oil on panel, 7 5/8 x 10 3/4"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Gift of James W. Sames. 1988.11
ABRAHAM WALKOWITZ American, born Russia,
1880-1965
New York City Abstraction, 1914
Graphite and wax crayon on paper, 16 13/16 x 10 3/4"
University of Kentucky Art Museum.
Gift of the estate of the artist. 1966.2.1
A PLACE NOT FORGOTTEN: LANDSCAPES OF THE SOUTH
NOTES ON THE CONTRIBUTORS
Wendell Berry is awriter and farmer living in Henry County, Kentucky. His latest book of essays is titled Turn
of the Crank.
A South Carolina native, Guy Davenport is the Alumni Distinguished Professor of English Emeritus at the
University of Kentucky. His latest publication is Objects on a Table: Harmonious Disarray in Art and Literature.
John Egerton is an independent writer living in Nashville, Tennessee. He is the author of The Americanization
of Dixie and other books on the South.
William W. Freehling is Singletary Professor of Humanities at the University of Kentucky. His Southerners
versus Southerners: How Southern antiConfederates Compromised the Confederate War Effort will appear in Fall
2001.
J. Richard Gruber, newly appointed director of the Ogden Museum of Southern Art in New Orleans and
former Deputy Director and Director of the Center for Southern Painting at the Morris Museum of Art, recently
published a monograph on the artist Robert Stackhouse.
James Baker Hall, apoet and photographer who lives in Sadieville, Kentucky, is aprofessor of English at the
University of Kentucky. His latest collection of poetry is The Mother on the Other Side of the World.
Sally Mann is a photographer living in Lexington, Virginia.
The writer Bobbie Ann Mason lives in Anderson County, Kentucky, and recently published Clear Springs: A
Memoir.
Ed McClanahan is awriter in Lexington, Kentucky, and the author of A Congress of Wonders and The Natural
Man.
A North Carolina native, Robert Morgan is Kappa Alpha Professor of English at Cornell University. His
newest book is Gap Creek, which will be published later this year.
Gurney Norman is a regional writer from Hazard, Kentucky. He teaches creative writing in the English
department of the University of Kentucky.
Currently teaching at the University of Iowa, Chris Offutt is a Kentucky native who published Out of the
Woods earlier this year.
Estill Curtis Pennington, a Bourbon County, Kentucky, native, is the Morris Curator of Southern Painting at
the Morris Museum of Art. His latest publication will be a book on Southern landscape painting.
Professor Emerita of art history in the Newcombe College Department ofArt, Tulane University, Jessie Poesch
is the author, most recently, of a study of David Hunter Strother, which she co-wrote with John Cuthbart.
Sarah Tate is an architect living in Jessamine County, Kentucky.
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